
Przykładowe testy z przepisów gry przygotowane przez Europejską Federację Piłki Recznej. 

 

TEST 1 

1. The players is not permitted to wear: 

 Face mask 

 Head protection 

 Ear-rings 

 Support braces for knee/elbow/foot 

 Glasses without restraining bands 

 

2. A3 is in possession of the ball in the playing area. He throws the ball high in the air to the direction of the 

opponent’s goal area, he runs 5-6 m., he jumps and catches the ball and score in flight. 

 2p goal for team A 

 Free-throw for team B 

 1p goal for team A 

 G/K throw for team B 

 

3. A4 is ready to execute a 6m-throw. After the referee’s whistle the ball leaves from his hands and when is 

in the air between A4 and G/K B1, A3 who was standing correctly, jumps and scores in flight. 

 2 points goal for team A. 

 Free-throw for team B 

 Repeat of the 6m-throw. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

4. A2 passes the ball to G/K A7 in the playing area just outside of his goal area line. G/K A7 controls the 

ball while B3 defends correctly. G/K A7 enters in his goal area to avoid B3. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal. G/K-throw for team A 

 6m-throw for team B 

 Free-throw for team B 

 Free-throw for team B. Suspension to A7 

 

5. A5, B2 and B4 are three players who -wearing socks- want to participate in the game. 

 Wearing socks and bandages is permitted. 

 Only one player of each team may play. 

 No. This is not permitted. 

 This is possible only if both referees agree. 

 

6. The ball is on the sand and A2 standing next to it. B3 dives for it from a distance of 2-3m. away, plays it 

and scores. 

 Suspension to B3 (for endangering the opponent) and free throw for team A 

 Free throw for team A 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A 

 

7. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees show the forewarning signal for passive play. A3 shots 

on goal the G/K B1 saves and the ball crosses the side line. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

seconds 5 to build-up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

10 passes to build-up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new 

phase from the beginning 



 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

10 seconds to build-up a new phase. 

 

8. When the following throws are taken the opponents must remain at least 1m from the hrower 

 Free-throw 

 Throw-in 

 6m-throw 

 G/Keeper-throw 

 

9. Just before the final signal for the end of the game the referees whistle a free-throw for team A. After the 

final signal while preparing for the execution of the throw official B of team A is protesting and is guilty for 

an assault against the timekeeper. 

 Disqualification to official B. Report. Execution of the free-throw for team A 

 Disqualification to official B. Report. End of the game 

 No punishment, only Report for official B. Free-throw for team B 

 Suspension to official B. Execution of the free-throw for team A 

 

10. 21. Referee-throw to begin the second half. The two players who are jumping for the ball shall stand: 

 

11. Free-throw for team A. A2 shot direct on goal; the ball hits the goal and returns to him. A2 is now 2m 

inside the playing area and scores with a spin shot. 

 2p goal for team A. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 Free-throw for team B from the spot that A2 touches the ball 

 No goal. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 1p goal for team A. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 

12. What are the correct dimensions of the goals? 

 3m interior width X 2m interior height 

 3m width to the outer side of the goalposts X 2m interior height 

 2m interior width X 3m interior height 

 3,16m width to the outer sides of the goalposts X 2,08m height to the upper side of the crossbar 

 

13. Free-throw for team A at the end of the first half. The score is 18-6 for team B. A5 who is standing 40cm 

from the correct position of the free-throw hands the ball to the referees showing that is not interested in 

trying to score. 

 wrong The referees must correct the place and whistle for the free-throw. 

 The referees consider the free-throw taken. 

 Suspension to A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct 

 Suspension to A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. Repeat of the free-throw after whistle. 

 

14. The referee stops the game while team A was in possession of the ball and whistle time-out because B3 

was injured. A4 enters the court as fifth player to give water to A5. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal 

 Suspension to A4. Team A reduces by one the number of players. The game restarts with free-throw for 

team B 

 Verbal warning 

 Suspension to A4. Team A reduces by one the number of players. The game restarts with free-throw 

for team A 

 

15. Shoot-Out situation. Team A has only 4 players eligible to play. After the first round(4 and 5 throws)the 

score is 6-6. In the second round Team A play first and A4 scores a 2 points goal and B2 1 point goal. After 

awarding the goal, G/K A1 spits at the face of B2 

 Team A is the winner. The score in Shoot-Out is 8-7. 

 Team B is the winner with 2-0 because team A has now 3 player e.t.p. 



 A1 is excluded. Report. 

 Written report to the Authorities. 

 

16. Who has the right to suspend a game temporarily or permanently? 

 The organizers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches 

 The referees 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team official” agree 

 

17. G/Keeper-throw for team A. G/K A7 who is 50cm inside his goal area line throw the ball that crosses the 

goal area line and B2 who is standing 30cm outside the goal area line block the ball and scores. 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Repetition of the G/Keeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Correction of the position of B2. Repetition of the G/Keeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Free-throw for team A 

 Goal for team B. Restart with G/Keeper-throw for team A 

 

18. The timekeeper gave the final signal for the half time too early. The referees keep the players on court in 

order to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession of the ball. 

 Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 

 The game will restart with a referee throw. 

 A coin toss will decide. 

 Team B will restart with goalkeeper throw. 

 

19. During Team time-out for team B, A2 is protesting against the referees off the court and is guilty for 

seriously unsportsmanlike contact. When the game was stopped it was throw-in for team B. 

 Suspension to A2. The game restarts with throw-in for team B. Team A reduces by one the number of 

players 

 Disqualification to A2. Report. The game restarts with throw-in for team B. Team A reduces by one 

the number of players 

 Only Report. The action was during Team time-out and off the court 

 Disqualification to A2. Report. Team A restarts the game with 4 players. The game restarts with throw-in 

for team B 

 

20. Goalkeeper A1 controls the ball in his own goal area. Then he throws the ball to the playing area, runs 

after it, picks it up and scores a goal. 

 Goal. Two points are awarded to team A. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension of A1. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper throw for team A. 

 

21. After a 6m-throw from A4, G/K B1 saves and the ball returns and stops in the middle of the playing 

area. At this moment the referees whistle for time-out because B1 looks injured. How will restart the game? 

 Referee-throw where the ball stopped 

 Free-throw for team A 

 Free-throw for team B 

 G/K-throw for team B 

 

22. G/K B4 controls the ball in his goal area. The referees whistle for the execution. Then G/K B4 runs with 

the ball outside the area and passes the ball to B2 who scores a goal. 

 Repetition of the G/K- throw after whistle 

 Goal for team B 

 Free-throw for team A. Suspension to B4 

 Free-throw for team A 

 



23. G/K B1 is just outside of the opponent’s goal area and he throws the ball to the empty goal. Just before 

the ball entered the goal official A of team A runs and kick the ball away. 

 2p goal for team B. Suspension to official A 

 2p goal for team B. Disqualification to official A 

 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to official A. Report 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to official A. Report 

 

24. Team time-out for team B. A3 and A5 enters the court as 5th and 6th players to give some water to their 

teammates. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal 

 Suspension to A3. Team A reduces by one the number of players. Free –throw for team B 

 Suspension to A3 and A5. Team A reduces by one the number of players by two. Free-throw for team B 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A reduces by one the number of players. 

Free-throw for team B 

 

25. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free-throw for team A. After the whistle B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension. 

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to team’s A player 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 which results in a disqualification. 

 Disqualification to B3 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 which results in a disqualification. Report 

 

26. While it was throw-in for team A, the referees stop the game because A9 is injured and gives permission 

to the persons of team A to enter the court. Officials A and B runs into the court to assist the injured player 

and after some seconds official C, who is the doctor of the team enters the court to assist the player too. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal because official C is the doctor 

 Suspension to official C. Team A is reduces the number of players. Free- throw for team B 

 Suspension to official C. Team A reduces by one the number of players. Throw-in for team A 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A reduces by one the number of players. 

Throw-in for team A 

 

27. Team A has only 6 players in the score sheet at the beginning of the game. A8 who arrives late and is not 

entered in the score sheet, enters the court after correct substitution and the timekeeper whistle and 

interrupts the game. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A8. A8 is allowed to enter in the score sheet. Free-throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the 

 number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is allowed to enter in the score 

sheet. Free-throw for 

 team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A8. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is not allowed to enter in the score 

sheet because he 

 was not present at the beginning of the game. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of 

players by one. 

 

28. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees show the forewarning signal for passive play. After 

some seconds official A of team B is guilty for unsportsmanlike contact . The referees whistles, stops the 

game and suspends official A. Free-throw for team A. 

 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least seconds 5 to build-up 

a new 

 phase. 



 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to build-up 

a new phase. 

 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 seconds to build-

up a new phase 

 The forewarning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase from the 

beginning. 

 

29. A7 is suspended. Team B is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game. 

 Time out. Second suspension for A7. Free throw for team B. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be further reduced on court. 

 Time out. Additional suspension which causes a disqualification of A7. Team A must be further 

reduced on court. Free throw for team B. 

 No more punishment because of “Fair play”. 

 

30. A2 is ready to execute a 6m. throw. He’s standing in the correct position. After the referee’s whistle one 

of his feet slides on the sand and crosses the goal area line just before the ball has left his hand. He throws 

the ball and scores a goal 

 Goal. 

 Repeat the 6m. throw. 

 Goalkeeper throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

TEST 2 

1. Which of the following situations can be seen as unsportsmanlike conduct? 

 Shouting at the player who is taking a 6m-thow 

 Kicking the ball away to delay a free-throw for the opponents 

 Holding on to an opponent by grabbing the uniform 

 If a court player is repeatedly blocking shots with afoot or lower leg 

 Insulting behavior directed to another person 

 Taking revenge after having been fouled 

 

2. A7 is serving a suspension while team B is in possession of the ball. The ball goes out and the referee 

whistle for a throw-in for team A. Before the game restart A7 enters the court. 

 Time-out. New suspension for A7 which results in a disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team A 

 Time-out. New suspension to A7 which results in a disqualification to A7. Free-throw for team B 

 Normal. Nothing illegal 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team B 

 

3. A2 executes a 6m-throw. The ball hits to the goal and return to him. He catches the ball and scores with 

spin shot. 

 Free-throw for team B 

 2p goal for team A. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 Free-throw for team B. Suspension to A2 

 No goal. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 

4. Referee-throw to start the game. 

 The referee who is outside the side line whistle first and after the other referee throws the ball 

 The referee who is in the centre of the playing court throws the ball and after the other referee whistle 

 The referee who is in the centre of the playing court throws the ball and after the other referee whistle 

when a player touches the ball 

 The referee who is in the centre of the playing court throws the ball and after the other referee whistle 

when the ball has reached to its highest point 



 

5. Team B is in possession of the ball and the referees show the forewarning signal for passive play. The 

referees are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of the 

ball and push him down. The referees whistle a free-throw for team B and suspends A5. 

 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up 

a new phase. 

 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up 

a new phase. 

 The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-

up a new phase 

 The forewarning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the 

beginning. 

 

6. Team A is in attack and A2 controls the ball in the left side of the playing area. He jumps and throws the 

ball 

in the air to the other side inside the opponents’ goal area. A5 runs and jumps and scores inflight but his 

foot just touches the goal area line. 

 No goal. Free-throw for team B 

 No goal. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 2p goal for team A. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 1p goal for team A. G/Keeper-throw for team B 

 

7. Official B of team A is guilty for an assault during an intermission. Before the intermission team A played 

with 4 players 

 Verbal caution for official B. 

 Suspension to official B. Team A will restart with one player less. 

 Disqualification to official B. Team A will continue with 4 players. Report 

 wrong Disqualification to official B. Team A will restart with one player less. Report. 

 

8. A5 scores a goal after advantage and B5 receives a suspension. G/K B1 execute the Goalkeeper-throw and 

pass the ball to B2 3m outside of his goal area line. At this moment B3 enter the court near the opponent’s 

goal area as fourth player and the table whistles for illegal entering in the court 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free-throw for team A from the place that B3 enters in the court. Team B will 

restart with two players less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free-throw for team A from where the ball was at the interruption. 

Team B will restart with one player less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free-throw for team A next to the table. Team B will restart with one player 

less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free-throw for team A from where the ball was in interruption. Team B will 

restart with two players less 

 

9. Referee-throw to start the game. The referee throws the ball following a whistle signal. A3 jumps and 

play the ball immediately after the ball leaves the hand of the referee and scores a goal. 

 2 points goal for team A. 

 Free-throw for team B 

 Repeat of the referee-throw. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

10. After a collision between A4 and B3 in the playing area the court referee whistles free-throw for team B 

and the line referee whistles free-throw for team A. 

 Time-out. Free-throw for team B without any consultation because is the decision of the court referee 

 Time-out. Free-throw for team A without any consultation because is the decision of the goal-line referee 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 



 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a 

joint decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail 

 

11. Who has the right to suspend a game temporarily or permanently? 

 The organizers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches 

 The referees 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team official” agree 

 

12. Just before the final signal for the end of the game the referees whistle a free-throw for team A. After 

the final signal while preparing for the execution of the throw official B of team A is protesting and is guilty 

for an assault against the timekeeper. 

 Disqualification to official B. Report. Execution of the free-throw for team A 

 Disqualification to official B. Report. End of the game 

 No punishment, only Report for official B. Free-throw for team B 

 Suspension to official B. Execution of the free-throw for team A 

 

13. Throw-in for team A. After time-out the referees gives permission to officials of team B to enters the 

court because B2 is injured. Official A and official D enters the court and while official A is assisting the 

injured player, official D approaches opponents players and the referees and protests for a serious foul. 

 Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. Restart with the throw-in for 

team A 

 Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. Restart with free-throw for team A 

 Suspension to official D. Team B restarts the game with 4 players. The game restarts with throw-in for 

team A 

 Normal. Nothing illegal 

 

14. The referees stop the game because A4 is bleeding. A4 leaves the court in order to have the bleeding 

stopped. After a while he was ready to enters the court but before he enters, the referee who was next to 

him told him that he must cover the wound. After some seconds A4 enters the court with correct 

substitution but the referees saw that he continues bleeding and the wound was uncover. 

 Time-out from the referees. A4 leaves the court again. No punishment. Free-throw for team B 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces by one the number of players 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Free-throw for team B. Team A 

reduces by one the number of players 

 

15. Free-throw for team A. B4 is just standing 70cm away from A5 who is ready to execute the free-throw. 

The referee blow his whistle for the throw and then B4 intervenes. 

 Suspension to B4. Repeat the free- throw after whistle. 

 Play on.  

 Advantage for team A and suspension to B4 in the first interruption 

 

16. Referee-Throw to begin the first half. All players, except one from each team 

 must remain at least three meters away from the referee, and position themselves to the side nearest to their 

own goal. 

 must remain at least one meter away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere else on the playing court. 

 must remain at least three meters away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere in the playing court. 

 

17. B2 shot on goal and A4 acting in defense touches the ball and then G/K A1 catches the ball in his goal 

area. A1 throws the ball direct on goal of team A and scores. 



 No goal. Free-throw for team B 1m away of the goal area line of team A 

 No goal. G/Keeper-throw for team A after whistle 

 2 points goal for team A 

 No goal. Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free-throw for team B 1m away of the goal area line 

 

18. Official A of team A announces the players list with 6 names on it but only 5 of those are present on 

court (1 g/k and 4 court players) at the moment of the start of the match. Official A informs the Table that a 

player is in delay and he will be identified as soon as he arrives. What should be the referees’ decision? 

 The match starts and team A will be completed during the match 

 The match will not start and B is the winner 

 The match will start only if the other team agree 

 

19. Team A has only 6 players in the score sheet at the beginning of the game. A8 who arrives late and is not 

entered in the score sheet, enters the court after correct substitution and the timekeeper whistle and 

interrupts the game. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A8. A8 is allowed to enter in the score sheet. Free-throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is allowed to enter in the score 

sheet. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A8. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is not allowed to enter in the score 

sheet because he was not present at the beginning of the game. Free-throw for team B. Team A reduces the 

number of players by one. 

 

20. G/K A1 saves a shoot on goal and the ball is rolling in the goal area. B3 is ready to dive for the ball, but 

G/K 1 runs and catch the ball inside his goal area, but with his speed he cross the goal area line with one 

foot and then pass the ball to A3 who scores a goal. 

 Goal for team A 

 G/K- throw for team A 

 Free-throw for team B outside the goal area line of team A 

 6m-throw for team B 

 

21. G/K B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area he takes the ball, pass 

to B5 who scores inflight. 

 2p goal for team B 

 Free-throw for team A 

 G/K-throw for team B after whistle 

 6m-throw for team A 

 

22. G/K A5 is in possession of the ball and try to attack. He shot on goal and the ball hits to the back of the 

referee who was running in front of him. While the ball is on the air, he runs 3m, catches the ball and scores 

in flight. 

 Free-throw for team B 

 2p goal for team A 

 Free-throw for team B, suspension to A5 

 G/K –throw for team B, suspension to A5 

( 

23. Official A of team A protests and gets an oral warning. The oral warning was after the referee had 

called for a free throw for A. Correct call? 

 The game commences with the previous situation and team A have their players on court reduced by one 

 The game commences with the previous situation and team A play in full strength on court 

 The game commences with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of the team A that plays in full strength on court 



 The game commences with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of the team A that which have their players on court reduced by one 

 

24. Who are entitled to address the referees during the game? 

 Only the respective “responsible team officials” 

 Only the respective coaches 

 Only the respective officials A 

 No one. 

 

25. In a “Shoot Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 throws the ball to A2, the defending goalkeeper B5 runs 

out of his own goal area, intercepts and catches the ball clearly. 

 The throw is over. The defending G/K may leaves his goal area. 

 Disqualification of B5. 6m. throw for team A. 

 6m. throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 

26. 1A4 scores with a spin shot and the line referee awards 2p goal and the court referee 1p goal. 

 Time-out. 1p goal without any consultation because is the decision of the court referee 

 Time-out. 2p goal without any consultation because is the decision of the goal-line referee 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a 

joint decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail 

 

27. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees show the forewarning signal for passive play. A3 

shots on goal the defending players blocks and the ball crosses the side line. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has 

at least 5 seconds to build-up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to 

build-up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase 

from the beginning 

 Throw-in for team A. The forewarning signal is steel valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

10 seconds to build-up a new phase. 

 

28. 5 minutes after the beginning of the game and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realized that in the substitution area of team B there is a player more than the registered and whistle for 

time-out. The “responsible team official” explained that the player is injured and he is just sitting with his 

teammates. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal, if the referees are sure that the player is injured 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player must leave the substitution area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player may stay in the substitution area. 

 Verbal warning to the “responsible team official” and the player. Report 

 

29. A2 is just outside of the opponents playing area line alone, ready to shoot on goal, and at this moment, 

an unwarranted whistle signal comes and A2 stops the action 

 Free-throw for team B 

 Free-throw for team A 

 6m-throw for team A 

 G/K-throw for team B 

 

30. Goalkeeper A1 controls the ball in his own goal area. Then he throws the ball to the playing area, runs 

after it, picks it up and scores a goal. 



 Goal. Two points are awarded to team A. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension of A1. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper throw for team A. 

 

TEST 3 

1. How many players of the same team can be marked as goalkeepers at the same time? 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 No limit. 

 

2. Suspension of A7 combined with an awarding of a 6m-throw. B3 executes the throw, the GK saves the 

attempt, but the ball crosses the sideline. 

 The suspended player may be substituted 

 The suspended player may re-enter the playing court 

 The suspended player may be substituted or re-enter the playing court after the next turnover. 

 Team A will continue with one player less 

 

3. GK B4 controls the ball in his goal area. The referees whistle for the execution. GK B4 then runs with the 

ball outside the area and passes the ball to B2 who scores a goal. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 Goal for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B4. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 

4. A free throw for team B just 1 second before the end of half-time; goalkeeper B3 executes the throw 

direct on goal after the whistled signal and when the ball is 2m away from the goal line the final signal 

sounds. The ball enters the goal. 

 Two points goal for team B. 

 The game is over with the final signal. No goal. 

 The throw must be retaken. 

 6m–throw for team B, as it was a clear chance of scoring. 

 

5. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 who executes the free throw. He scores a goal. 

 Goal. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2. 

 

6. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 throws the ball to A2, the defending goalkeeper B5 runs 

out of his own goal area, intercepts, and catches the ball clearly. 

 The throw is over. The defending GK may leave his goal area. 

 Disqualification of B5. 6m-throw for team A. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 

7. The referees stop the game because A4 is bleeding. A4 leaves the court in order to receive medical 

assistance. After a while, he is ready to re-enter the court, but before he does, the referee who was next to 



him instructs him to cover the wound. When A4 re-enters the court with correct substitution, the referees 

see that he continues to bleed and the wound is uncovered. 

 Time-out from the referees. A4 leaves the court again. No punishment. Free throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B. Team A is reduced by one player. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Free Throw for team B. 

 Team A reduces by one the number of players. 

 

8. A4 scores with a spin shot and the line referee awards a 2-point goal and the court referee 1-point goal. 

 Time-out. 1-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee 

 Time-out. 2-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line referee 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail. 

 

9. A2 executes a 6m-throw. The ball hits to the goal and return to him. He catches the ball and scores with 

spin shot. 

 Free Throw for team B. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A2. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

10. Official A of team A announces the players list with 6 names on it but only 5 of those are present on 

court (1 GK and 4 court players) at the moment of the start of the match. Official A informs the Officials’ 

Table that a player is delayed and he will be identified as soon as he arrives. What should be the referees’ 

decision? 

 The match starts and team A will be completed during the match. 

 The match will not start and team B is declared the winner. 

 The match will start only if the other team agree. 

 

11. A5, B2, and B4 are three players who, wearing socks, want to participate in the game. 

 Wearing socks and bandages is permitted. 

 Only one player of each team may play. 

 No, wearing socks is not permitted. 

 This is possible only if both referees agree. 

 

12. Referee-throw to start the game: the referee throws the ball very high and because of too much wind, 

the ball goes into the goal of team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeepers-throw for team B 

 Repeat the referee-throw 

 No goal. Free throw for team A 1m from the goal area line of team B 

 

13. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to B5 who scores in flight. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 

14. Which of the following situations can be deemed as serious unsportsmanlike conduct? 

 Insulting behaviour directed at another person. 



 The goalkeeper demonstrates a passive attitude when a 6m-throw has been awarded to the 

opponents. 

 Taking revenge after having been fouled. Delaying the execution of a formal throw. 

 If a player tries to create the (incorrect) impression that an opponent committed an infraction. 

 Deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent during stoppage time in the game, unless it is done in 

such a (nefarious) way that must be then regarded as an assault. 

 

15. The playing time at the beginning of the match or the second half begins when: 

 The ball leaves the hand of the referee. 

 The ball reached its highest point. 

 The referee whistles. 

 Any player touches the ball. 

 

16. After a save by GK B1 the ball returns to the playing area towards B6 who is standing 2m away of his 

goal area line, he jumps to throw the ball towards the empty goal of team A. A7 pushes him violently in the 

back and B6 loses the ball. 

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Report. 

 Free throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 Free throw for team B. Time out. Disqualification to A7. Report. 

 

17. A6 is ready to execute a free throw. After the signal, he shoots direct on goal and the ball hits player B3 

in the head who was standing correctly and not moving. 

 Disqualification to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Suspension to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Exclusion to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 

18. Free throw for team A. B4 is just standing 70cm away from A5 who is ready to execute the free throw. 

The referee blows his whistle for the throw and then B4 intervenes. 

 Suspension to B4. Repeat the free throw after whistle. 

 Play on. 

 Advantage for team A and suspension to B4 for the first interruption 

 

19. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees showed the warning signal for passive play. A2 has 

the ball is on the left side, just outside the goal area line trying to pass the ball to A4 who is in the centre of 

the court; at this moment, the referee whistles for passive play. The ball goes to A4 who puts the ball down. 

B3 runs, takes the ball, and shoots on goal and scores. 

 Goal for team B. 

 No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the point where A4 put the ball down. 

 No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the where the ball was positioned when 

the match was interrupted. 

 No goal. Free throw for team A from the spot where B3 executed the free throw. 

 

20. A7 is serving a suspension while team B is in possession of the ball. The ball goes out and the referee 

whistles for a throw-in for team A. Before the game resumes A7 enters the court. 

 Time-out. New suspension for A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team A. 

 Time-out. New suspension to A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Free throw for team B. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team B. 

 

21. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game. 

 Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. 

Team A restart the game with 3 players on court. 



 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court. 

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw for team B. 

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards. 

 

22. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A1 throws the ball to A5, the defending goalkeeper B12 

runs out of his own goal area and goes directly to the body of A5 pushing him and thus A5 misses the ball. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for team A. Only A5 is allowed to execute the throw. 

 Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for team A. Every player who is eligible to play is allowed to 

execute the throw. 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension of B12. 

 

23. The players are not permitted to wear: 

 Face masks 

 Head protection 

 Earrings 

 Support braces for knee/elbow/foot 

 Glasses without restraining bands 

 

24. Team time-out for team B. A3 and A5 enter the court as 5th and 6th players to give some water to their 

teammates. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Suspension to A3. Team A is reduced by one player. The game resumes with a free throw for team B. 

 Suspension to A3 and A5. Team A is reduced by two players. The game resumes with a free throw for 

team B. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by two players. The game 

resumes with a free throw for team B. 

 

25. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. B6 attempts 

a shot on goal; GK A1 saves and the ball rebounds to B2 in the playing area. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a new phase. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a new phase. 

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a new phase. 

 

26. Goalkeeper-throw for team A: GK A7 who is 50cm inside his goal area line throws the ball which 

crosses the goal area line and B2, who is standing 30cm outside the goal area line, blocks the ball and scores. 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Correction of the position of B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Free throw for team A 

 Goal for team B. Resume with Goalkeeper-throw for team A 

 

27. A2 tries to score in flight and after the shot has landed inside the opponent’s goal area. He runs and 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When he is out A4 enters the court to substitutes him. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B from the point where A4 enters the court. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B 1m outside their goal area. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B from the point where he enters the court. 

 

28. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. Goalkeeper B1 has the ball, jumps up, throws the ball directly, and scores 

a goal against team A. 

 Repeat the throw. 

 Goal. Two points are awarded. 



 Free throw for team A. 

 Goal. Three points are awarded (because the goalkeeper scored a goal “in-flight”). 

 

30. B5 executes a 6m-throw. He tries to throw the ball , the ball slips of his hand, and hits B3, who was 

standing correctly, and goes into the goal of team A. 

 Goal, 1 point for team B. 

 Repeat the 6m-throw. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 

TEST 4 

1. A5, B2, and B4 are three players who, wearing socks, want to participate in the game. 

 Wearing socks and bandages is permitted. 

 Only one player of each team may play. 

 No, wearing socks is not permitted. 

 This is possible only if both referees agree. 

 

2. A2 passes the ball to GK A7 in the playing area just outside of his goal area line. GK A7 controls the ball 

while B3 defends correctly. GK A7 enters in his goal area to avoid B3. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 6m-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A7. 

 

3. When is the timekeeper required to stop the official clock immediately, without awaiting confirmation 

from the referees? 

 Team time-out. 

 Disqualification of an official. 

 Signal (whistle) from the timekeeper or the delegate. 

 Consultations between the referees. 

 

4. A7 scores a goal, the referee A allowed it and GK B1 executes the goalkeeper-throw. The ball goes to B3 

and then referee B whistles. He explains to referee A that the goal is not valid because A7 scores after steps. 

 The goal disallowed. Free throw for team B because of steps. 

 Goal is valid. Free Throw for team B where the game was interrupted. 

 Goal is valid. Repeat of the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 The goal disallowed. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

5. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. The referees 

are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment, A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of the ball 

and pushes him down. The referees whistle a free throw for team B and suspend A5. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a 

new phase. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a 

new phase. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a 

new phase. 

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning. 

 

6. During a fast break, GK A1 runs outside of his goal area to stop B5 who has the ball trying to shoot on 

goal. GK A1 hits the thrower arm and possession of the ball is lost. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1 



 Free throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to A1 

 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

 

7. B5 has the ball in his hands. GK A6 is next to him and clearly pulls the ball out of B5 hands; A6 then 

shoots towards the goal and subsequently scores. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A6. 

 Free throw for team B. Disqualification to A6. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

8. After a 6m-throw from A4, GK B1 saves and the ball returns and stops in the middle of the playing area. 

At this moment, the referees whistle for a time-out because B1 looks injured. How will they restart the 

game? 

 Referee-throw from where the ball stopped. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

9. A2 is ready to execute a 6m-throw. He is standing in the correct position. After the referee’s whistle, one 

of his feet slides on the sand and crosses the goal area line just before the ball has left his hand. He throws 

the ball and scores a goal. 

 Goal. 

 Repeat the 6m-throw. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

10. GK A5 is in possession of the ball and tries to attack. He attempts a shot on goal, but the ball hits the 

referee who was running in front of him in the back. While the ball is in the air, he runs 3m, catches the ball 

and scores in flight. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Free throw for team B, suspension to A5. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B, suspension to A5. 

 

11. Free throw for team B just outside of their goal area. Goalkeeper B1 tries to execute the throw and the 

ball slips from his hand and rolls into his own goal. 

 No goal. Repeat the free throw after whistle. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 

12. The ball is on the sand and player A2 stands next to it. B3 dives for it from a distance of 2-3m away, 

plays it and scores. 

 Suspension to B3 (for endangering the opponent) and free throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goal. 

 No goal, goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 

13. Referee-throw to start the game. The referee throws the ball and A3 jumps and when the ball is in the 

highest point he slaps the ball and scores a goal. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 Free throw for team B. 



 Repeat the referee-throw. 

 

14. Are the referees at liberty to decide (due to the wind or the position of the sun) if only one goal is to be 

used for the “Shoot-Out”? 

 Yes, the referees may decide. 

 Yes, but only if the team captains agree with the referees. 

 No. 

 Yes, but only if delegate agrees with the referees. 

 

15. GK B12 executes a goalkeeper-throw. He throws the ball correctly to score a goal and he runs outside of 

his goal area. The ball hits the goal post of team A and returns to the playing area. B12 takes the ball in-

flight and scores a goal. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Goal, 3 points for team B, because he is a GK and scored in-flight. 

 Free throw for team A from the point where B12 touched the ball. 

 Suspension of B12 and goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 

16. GK B1 is just outside of the opponent’s goal area and he throws the ball to the empty goal. Just before 

the ball enters the goal, official A from team A runs and kicks the ball away. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Suspension to official A. 

 wrong Goal, 2 points for team B. Disqualification to official A. 

 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to official A. Report. 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to official A. Report. 

 

17. A2 takes a shot on goal, GK B1 makes the save, and the ball goes to the playing area. Then GK B1 runs 

and plays the ball again when A3 is ready to catch the ball and the goal is empty. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team A and suspension to B1. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 

18. Referee-throw to begin the first half: all players, except one player from each team… 

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee, and position themselves to the side nearest to their 

own goal. 

 Must remain at least one meter away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere else on the playing court. 

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere in the playing court. 

 

19. During the throw-in for team A, the referees stop the game because A9 is injured. The referees permit 

persons from team A to enter the court. Team Officials A and B run onto the court to assist the injured 

player and after some seconds official C, who is the team doctor, enters the court to assist the player too. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because official C is the doctor. 

 Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by the number of players. Free throw for team B. 

 Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for team A. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for 

team A. 

 

20. GK A4 is outside of the goal area of team B and shoots the ball towards the empty goal. Just before the 

ball crosses the goal line, a spectator intercepts and deflects the ball away to the sideline. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team A from the point where A4 took the shot. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Throw-in for team B. 



 

21. Free throw for team A at the end of the first half, the score is 18-6 for team B. Player A5, who is 

standing 40cm from the correct position of the free throw, hands the ball to the referees showing that there 

is no interest in trying to score. 

 The referees must correct the position and whistle for the free throw. 

 The referees consider the free throw taken. 

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. 

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. Repeat of the free throw after whistle. 

 

22. Free throw for team A. A2 shoots direct on goal; the ball hits the goal and rebounds to him. A2 is now 

2m inside the playing area and scores with a spin shot. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B from the spot that A2 touches the ball. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

23. A2 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B6 leaves his goal 

area for substitution, the referees whistle and call him to return, but he continues and leaves the court. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal since is time-out 

 Suspension to B6. 

 Disqualification to B6 

 Suspension to official A of team B 

 

24. A5 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B1 is standing next 

to the goalpost showing that he is protesting against the referees’ decision. 

 Disqualification to B1. Report. 

 Suspension to B1. 

 The referees must correct his position before they whistle for the execution of the 6m-throw. 

 Nothing illegal since he is standing between the goalposts. 

 

25. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees showed the warning signal for passive play. A2 has 

the ball is on the left side, just outside the goal area line trying to pass the ball to A4 who is in the centre of 

the court; at this moment, the referee whistles for passive play. The ball goes to A4 who puts the ball down. 

B3 runs, takes the ball, and shoots on goal and scores. 

 Goal for team B. 

 No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the point where A4 put the ball down. 

 No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the where the ball was positioned when 

the match was interrupted. 

 No goal. Free throw for team A from the spot where B3 executed the free throw. 

 

26. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A1 throws the ball to A5, the defending goalkeeper B12 

runs out of his own goal area and goes directly to the body of A5 pushing him and thus A5 misses the ball. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for team A. Only A5 is allowed to execute the throw. 

 Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for team A. Every player who is eligible to play is allowed to 

execute the throw. 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension of B12. 

 

27. Player A8 has a clear chance of scoring but is pushed by B7. He is able to shoot and scores. The referee 

confirms the goal and suspends B7. How does the match continue? 

 Team B play reduced by one player on the court. 

 Team B may play with a full team because a goal was scored. 

 Team B may play with a full team with the exception of B7. 

 B7 may re-enter the court or be substituted after the next turnover. 



 

28. GK B4 controls the ball in his goal area. The referees whistle for the execution. GK B4 then runs with 

the ball outside the area and passes the ball to B2 who scores a goal. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 Goal for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B4. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 

29. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his own goal area. He tries to throw the ball for a long pass to A3 

but the ball goes back into his own goal. 

 Goal for team B. One point is awarded. 

 Goal for team B. Two points are awarded. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

30. 6m-throw for team A and suspension to B3. A2 executes the throw, GK B1 saves the shot, and the ball 

crosses the sideline. At this moment B5 (first) and B3 (second) enter the court. 

 Suspension to B5. Throw-in for team A. Team B will play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5 and second suspension to B3. Disqualification to B3. Throw-in for team A. Team B will 

play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5. Free throw for team A. Team B will play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5 and second suspension to B3. Disqualification to B3. Free throw for team A. Team B 

will play with two players less 

 

TEST 5 

1. Player A4 is ready to execute a free throw. A4 drops the ball to the ground. Then B4, who is standing 

70cm away from A4, takes the ball from the ground, shoots and scores. What action should the referees 

take? 

(1383)  

 Free throw for team A  

 Goal for team B  

 correct Correct the position of player B4 and restart the play with a whistled signal 

 Correct the position of player B4 and restart the play without a whistled signal  

 

2. Five minutes after the start of the game and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that in the substitution area of team B there is one player more than the registered and whistle for 

time-out. The “responsible team official” explained that the player is injured and he is just sitting with his 

teammates.(1174)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred, if the referees are sure that the player is injured.  

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player must leave the substitution area. 

  Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player may stay in the substitution area. 

  Verbal warning to the “responsible team official” and the player. Report  

 

3. A7 is serving a suspension while team B is in possession of the ball. The ball goes out and the referee 

whistles for a throw-in for team A. Before the game resumes A7 enters the court.(1123)  

 Time-out. New suspension for A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team A.  

 Time-out. New suspension to A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Free throw for team B.  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

  Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team B. 

  

4. What action should the referees take if they realise that the ball was clearly on the side of player B2 

during the referee throw?(1368)  

 Free throw for a team A  



 Repeat referee throw 

 Play on  

 

5. Team A is in possession of the ball. Player A3 has the ball and tries to pass the ball to his teammate. In 

doing so, he makes four steps without dribbling and plays the ball away, directly into the hands of the 

opponent B2. B2 takes the shot on goal and scores. What action should the referees take?(1379)  

 Free throw for team B from the place where players A3 made the steps 

 Goal for team B  

 Free throw for team B from the place where the ball is currently located 

  Time-out  

 

6. In a shoot-out situation with attacking player and goalkeeper facing each other, what goalkeeper can 

do?(1353)  

 Stand on the spot  

 Move or jump  

 Go out from the goal area 

 Make contact 

 Make fault correct  

 Openly take the ball  

 

7. B2 is going alone in a fast break and when he is ready to shoot on goal a spectator runs onto the court and 

push him down. B2 loses the ball that goes to GK A1.(1154)  

 6m-throw for team B.  

 Free throw for team B. 

 Referee-throw from the point of the action. 

  Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

8. The ball is stationery just outside of the goal area of team A. GK A1 who is inside his goal area plays the 

ball to A7 who scores a goal with spin shot.(1139)  

 Free throw for team B. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A after the whistle. 

 6m-throw for team B.  

 

9. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game.(1133)  

 Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. 

Team A restart the game with 3 players on court. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court.  

 wrong Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced 

further on court. Free throw for team B. 

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards.  

 

10. Which of the following situations can be deemed as serious unsportsmanlike conduct?(1193)  

 Insulting behaviour directed at another person.  

 The goalkeeper demonstrates a passive attitude when a 6m-throw has been awarded to the 

opponents. 

 Taking revenge after having been fouled. 

 Delaying the execution of a formal throw. 

 If a player tries to create the (incorrect) impression that an opponent committed an infraction. 

 Deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent during stoppage time in the game, unless it is done in 

such a (nefarious) way that must be then regarded as an assault.  

 



11. Player A4 is ready to execute a free throw and all the players are in the correct positions. A4 drops the 

ball to the ground and talks to his teammate. Then A4 takes the ball from the ground, passes it to A6 and 

A6 scores. What action should the referees take?(1382)  

 Free throw for team B 

 Goal for team A  

 Repeat free throw for team A and restart the play with a whistled signal  

 Repeat free throw for team A and restart the play without a whistled signal  

 

12. Both referees whistle for the same infraction by A7. The court referee called for a free throw for team B 

and suspension of A7 and his partner for a 6m-throw for team B.(1094)  

 6m-throw. 

 6m-throw for team B and suspension of A7. 

 Free throw for team B and suspension of A7.  

 Joint decision. A time-out is obligatory.  

 

13. The specialist from team A executes a 6m throw; team B goalkeeper saves the ball and the ball goes 

directly toward the empty goal of team A. In that moment, the goalkeeper of team A enters his 6m area and 

saves the ball (specialist of team A is still in playing area). What action should the referees take?(1359)  

 6m throw 

 Play on 

 Free throw in from the substitution area of team A  

 Time out  

 Suspension of team A goalkeeper  

 

14. In a shoot-out, goalkeeper A1 is shooting towards the opponents’ goal area. The ball touches the head of 

A8, changes direction and enters the goal of team B.(1366)  

 wrong 1 Point  

 2 Points 

 Repeat the throw  

 

15. The referee stops the game while team A was in possession of the ball and whistles a time-out because B3 

is injured. A4 enters the court as fifth player to give water to A5.(1125)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

  Suspension to A4. Team A is reduced by one player. The game resumes with a free throw for team B. 

  Verbal warning.  

 Suspension to A4. Team A is reduced by one player. The game resumes with a free throw for team A.  

 

16. GK B1 is just outside of the opponent’s goal area and he throws the ball to the empty goal. Just before 

the ball enters the goal, official A from team A runs and kicks the ball away.(1112)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Suspension to official A. 

  Goal, 2 points for team B. Disqualification to official A. 

 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to official A. Report. 

  6m-throw for team B. Suspension to official A. Report.  

 

17. When is the timekeeper required to stop the official clock immediately, without awaiting confirmation 

from the referees?(1195)  

 Team time-out. 

 Disqualification of an official.  

 Signal (whistle) from the timekeeper or the delegate. 

 Consultations between the referees.  

 

18. Shoot-out situation: team A has only four players eligible to play. Team A executed 4 throws and scored 

8 points. Team B executed 4 throws and scored 5 points, but they have one more throw. At this moment, A1 



is disqualified for seriously unsportsmanlike conduct. The organisers had announced that all the throws 

must be executed even if the result of the game is already decided.(1079)  

 The game is over. Team A has now only three players are eligible to play. correct  

 Team B is the winner with 2-0. 

  Team A is the winner with 2-1 since team B has no chance to win.  

 wrong Team B will execute the fifth throw for the final score.  

 

19. Free throw for team A. A2 shoots direct on goal; the ball hits the goal and rebounds to him. A2 is now 

2m inside the playing area and scores with a spin shot.(1171)  

 Goal, 2 points for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B from the spot that A2 touches the ball.  

 wrong No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B.  

 

20. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 who executes the free throw. He scores a goal.(1096)  

 Goal.  

 Free throw for team A.  

 Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

  Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2.  

 

 

21. A free throw for team B just 1 second before the end of half-time; goalkeeper B3 executes the throw 

direct on goal after the whistled signal and when the ball is 2m away from the goal line the final signal 

sounds. The ball enters the goal.(1074)  

 Two points goal for team B.  

 The game is over with the final signal. No goal.  

 The throw must be retaken.  

 6m–throw for team B, as it was a clear chance of scoring.  

 

22. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. The 

referees are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment, A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of 

the ball and pushes him down. The referees whistle a free throw for team B and suspend A5.(1189)  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a 

new phase.  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a 

new phase.  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a 

new phase.  

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning.  

 

23. Player A3 is executing a 6-meter throw. After the ball has left his hand, A3 steps with one foot on the 6-

meter line. What action should the referees take?(1387)  

 Goal – 1 point for team A  

 Goal – 2 points for team A 

  Goalkeeper throw for team B 

  Repetition of the 6-meter throw for team A  

 

24. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match.(1148)  

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A.  

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3.  

 Disqualification to B3. 



  Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report.  

 

 

25. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court:(1098)  

 If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw.  

 If the 6m-throw goes out.  

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline. correct  

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the ball.  

 wrong If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the 

ball.  

 If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline.  

 

26. Referee-throw to begin the first half: all players, except one player from each team… (1085)  

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee, and position themselves to the side nearest to their 

own goal. 

  Must remain at least one meter away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere else on the playing court.  

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere in the playing court.  

 

27. GK A1 saves a shot on goal and the ball is rolling in the goal area. B3 is ready to dive for the ball, but 

GK 1 runs and catch the ball inside his goal area, but with his speed, he cross the goal area line with one 

foot and then passes the ball to A3 who scores a goal.(1137)  

 Goal for team A.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

  Free throw for team B outside the goal area line of team A. 

  6m-throw for team B.  

 

28. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to B5 who scores in flight.(1140)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B.  

 Free throw for team A. 

  Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle.  

 6m-throw for team A.  

 

29. B5 executes a 6m-throw. He tries to throw the ball , the ball slips of his hand, and hits B3, who was 

standing correctly, and goes into the goal of team A.(1158)  

 Goal, 1 point for team B. 

  Repeat the 6m-throw.  

 Free throw for team A. 

  No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 

30. Player A8 is executing a 6-meter throw; the referee whistles and after 4 seconds, A8 scores a goal. What 

action should the referees take?(1386)  

 Goal – 1 point for team A 

  Goal – 2 points for team A 

  Repeat 6-meter throw for team A 

 Free throw for team B  

 

TEST 6 



1.  Player A2 is throwing the ball to his player A10 who is in the air. He shoots on goal and the team B 

goalkeeper saves the ball, but he diverts the ball into empty goal of team B. What action should the 

referees take?(1356)  

 Goal - 2 points 

 Goal - 1 point 

 Free throw for team A 

 7 m for team A  

 

2. During the throw-in for team A, the referees stop the game because A9 is injured. The referees permit 

persons from team A to enter the court. Team Officials A and B run onto the court to assist the injured 

player and after some seconds official C, who is the team doctor, enters the court to assist the player 

too.(1130)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because official C is the doctor. 

  Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by the number of players. Free throw for team B. 

  Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for team A. 

  Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for 

team A.  

 

3. Shoot-out situation: team A has only four players eligible to play. Team A executed 4 throws and scored 8 

points. Team B executed 4 throws and scored 5 points, but they have one more throw. At this moment, A1 is 

disqualified for seriously unsportsmanlike conduct. The organisers had announced that all the throws must 

be executed even if the result of the game is already decided.(1079)  

 The game is over. Team A has now only three players are eligible to play.  

 Team B is the winner with 2-0. 

 Team A is the winner with 2-1 since team B has no chance to win. 

 Team B will execute the fifth throw for the final score.  

 

4. Throw-in for team A: during the time-out, the referees give permission to team B officials to enter the 

court because B2 is injured. Official A and official D enter the court and while official A is assisting the 

injured player, official D approaches opponent’s players and the referees and protests against a serious 

foul.(1132)  

 Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. The match restarts with the 

throw-in for team A. 

 Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. The match restarts with a free 

throw for team A. 

 Suspension to official D. Team B restarts the game with four players. The game restarts with a throw-in for 

team A.  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred.  

 

5. After the match, who is responsible for ensuring that the score sheet (match report) is completed in the 

correct way?(1182)  

 The first named referee.  

 The second named referee. 

  Both referees. 

  The scorekeeper. 

  The delegate.  

 

6. After a 6m-throw from A4, GK B1 saves and the ball returns and stops in the middle of the playing area. 

At this moment, the referees whistle for a time-out because B1 looks injured. How will they restart the 

game?(1149)  

 Referee-throw from where the ball stopped.  

 Free throw for team A.  

 Free throw for team B. 

  Goalkeeper-throw for team B.  



 

7. B16 is in the air making a spin shot. At that moment A3 who is in his substitution area, throws sand 

towards the goal area of his team, because is agitated following the last referees’ decision. This distracts B16 

and he stops his goal attempt. The referee whistles...(1365)  

 6m throw for team B; disqualification for player A3 – team A is reduced by one player, and written 

report 

 Free throw for team A 

 Free throw for team B  

 6m throw for B; suspension for player A3  

 

8. Player A9 is injured. The referees give permission for persons to enter the court. Who can enter the 

court?(1349)  

 Two players from team A  

 Two officials or players from team A. 

 Any two officials or players from either team  

 

9. Referee-throw to start the game: the referee throws the ball very high and because of too much wind, the 

ball goes into the goal of team B.(1120)  

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

  No goal. Goalkeepers-throw for team B 

  Repeat the referee-throw 

  No goal. Free throw for team A 1m from the goal area line of team B  

 

10. After a save by GK B1 the ball returns to the playing area towards B6 who is standing 2m away of his 

goal area line, he jumps to throw the ball towards the empty goal of team A. A7 pushes him violently in the 

back and B6 loses the ball.(1151)  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7.  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Report. 

 Free throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 Free throw for team B. Time out. Disqualification to A7. Report.  

 

11. Official A of team A protests and gets an oral warning. The oral warning was after the referee had 

called for a free throw for A. The correct call in this situation would be:(1107)  

 The game resumes with the previous situation and team A have their players on court reduced by one 

  The game resumes with the previous situation and team A play in full strength on court 

  The game resumes with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of the team A that plays in full strength on court 

  The game resumes with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of the team A that which have their players on court reduced by one  

 

12. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 who executes the free throw. He scores a goal.(1096)  

 Goal 

 . Free throw for team A. 

  Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

  Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2.  

 

13. Team A has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. A3 takes a 

shot on goal, but the GK B1 saves and the ball crosses the sideline.(1187)  

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

seconds 5 to build-up a new phase. 

  Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

10 passes to build-up a new phase. 



  Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new 

phase from the beginning. 

  Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 

10 seconds to build-up a new phase.  

 

14. In a shoot-out situation with attacking player and goalkeeper facing each other, what goalkeeper can 

do?(1353)  

 Stand on the spot correct 

 Move or jump 

  Go out from the goal area 

 Make contact 

 Make fault correct 

 Openly take the ball  

 

15. A4 is jumping to score in flight just outside of the goal area line and GK B12 tries to save the ball by 

jumping against the opponent, not vertically, just to intimidate him. (1122)  

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B12 wrong 

  6m-throw for team A. Disqualification to B12  

 Free throw for team A. Disqualification to B12 

  6m-throw for team A. Suspension to B12  

 

16. Team A is in possession of the ball without attempting to attack. The referees have showed the warning 

signal for passive play and when they are ready to whistle, team A requests a team time-out (correctly) and 

the timekeeper whistles.(1185)  

 After restarting the game, the warning signal is still valid and should be shown again 

 After restarting the game, the referees must immediately whistle a free throw for team B 

 . Team A is allowed to start their attack from the beginning. 

 Team A must complete the attack within 15 seconds.  

 

17. Which of the following balls can be used in the men’s game?(1341)  

 Weight 340 grams, circumference 55 cm. 

  Weight 375 grams, circumference 56 cm 

 . Weight 350 grams, circumference 54 cm 

 . Weight 425 grams, circumference 60 cm 

 . Weight 370 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

  Weight 370 grams, circumference 54 cm.  

 

18. Team B is in possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. After that, 

the referees should allow a build-up phase of at least:(1186)  

 5 seconds. 

 10 seconds.  

 5 passes between teammates. 

  10 passes between teammates.  

 

19. Team A is in possession of the ball and the referees showed the warning signal for passive play. A2 has 

the ball is on the left side, just outside the goal area line trying to pass the ball to A4 who is in the centre of 

the court; at this moment, the referee whistles for passive play. The ball goes to A4 who puts the ball down. 

B3 runs, takes the ball, and shoots on goal and scores.(1196)  

 Goal for team B. 

  No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the point where A4 put the ball down. 

  No goal. Upon signal, repeat the free throw for team B from the where the ball was positioned 

when the match was interrupted. 

  No goal. Free throw for team A from the spot where B3 executed the free throw.  

 



20. In the fifth shoot out for team B with the score at 3-3, official A of team B requests a Team Time-Out 

(TTO) to prepare his player.(1331)  

 TTO is acknowledged and recorded in the match report  

 TTO is not acknowledged; TTO is not possible during shoot out 

  Suspension of official A for delaying the shot, which must be performed immediately  

 

21. A4 is ready to execute a 6m-throw. After the referee’s whistle, the ball leaves his hands and when in the 

air between A4 and GK B1, A3 who was standing correctly, jumps and scores in-flight.(1088)  

 Goal, 2 points for team A 

 . Free throw for team B 

 . Repeat of the 6m-throw.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B.  

 

22. Goalkeeper B12 tries to save a shot from player A3, jumping clearly against player A3 to intimidate 

him. No contact is made, but the ball travels outside the goal line. What action should the referees 

take?(1394)  

 Disqualification for player B12  

 Suspension for player B12 

  6m throw 

  No contact, play on 

  Goalkeeper throw  

 

23. Goalkeeper saves a shot and scores a direct goal, but his leg goes below the 6m line however without 

crossing it. .(1354)  

 Goal - 1 Point 

  Goal - 2 Points 

  No goal wrong 

  Repeat the throw  

 

24. Referee-throw to start the game. The referee throws the ball and A3 jumps and when the ball is in the 

highest point he slaps the ball and scores a goal.(1116)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

  Goal, 1 point for team A. 

  Free throw for team B. 

  Repeat the referee-throw.  

 

25. While team B is in possession of the ball, official A of team B requests a team time-out and the 

timekeeper whistles. Before the referees whistle the time-out, B3 takes the shots on goal and scores. At this 

moment the referees whistles for the team time-out.(1134)  

 Goal for team B. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

  No goal. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a free throw for team B. 

  Goal for team B. No team time-out. The match restarts with a goalkeepers-throw for team A. 

  No goal. No team time-out. 6m-throw for team B.  

 

26. Player A8 is executing a 6-meter throw; the referee whistles and after 4 seconds, A8 scores a goal. What 

action should the referees take?(1386)  

 Goal – 1 point for team A 

  Goal – 2 points for team A 

  Repeat 6-meter throw for team A 

  Free throw for team B  

 

27. GK A1 saves the ball after a shot and the ball is moving out towards the playing area. He runs and plays 

the ball with his foot, inside the goal area, and the ball cross the sideline of the playing area.(1142)  

 Throw-in for team B. 



  Free throw for team B 

 . Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1. 

  Goalkeeper-throw for team A after whistle.  

 

28. A3 throws the ball towards the empty goal and just before the ball crosses the goal line, the timekeeper 

whistles and interrupts the game for a faulty substitution from B6.(1114)  

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. 6m-throw for team A.  

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team A from the point that A3 shot on goal.  

 Time-out. Goal, 1 point for team A; suspension to B6. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

  Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team B from the point of the faulty substitution.  

 

29. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. The 

referees are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment, A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of 

the ball and pushes him down. The referees whistle a free throw for team B and suspend A5.(1189)  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up 

a new phase. 

  The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up 

a new phase. 

  The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-

up a new phase.  

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the 

beginning.  

 

30. Goalkeeper A12 defends the ball, which remains in his goal area near his substitution area and 

immediately runs out of the game after his substitution goalkeeper A1 enters the game; goalkeeper A1 then 

takes the ball, shoot and scores a goal.(1375)  

 Goal – 2 points for team A 

  Suspension of goalkeeper A1; free throw for team B  

 Goalkeeper throw for team A executed by A12. 

  No goal; goalkeeper throw for team B  

 

 

TEST nr 7 

 

1. Which of the following balls can be used in the women’s game?(1342)  

 Weight 300 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 Weight 300 grams, circumference 52 cm. 

 Weight 325 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 Weight 350 grams, circumference 54 cm.  

 Weight 300 grams, circumference 50 cm.  

 Weight 300 grams, circumference 48 cm.  

 

2. Team A’s attempt at scoring is blocked by the defence and the ball goes out of play on the side line; in 

that moment, before the throw-in is executed, the signal for the end of the first period is sounded.(1332)  

 The throw-in must be executed by a direct shot on goal  

 The first half is over and the throw-in no longer needs to be executed 

 The referees decide, depending of the goal difference, whether team A has to execute the throw-in 

 The second half begins with throw-in for team  

 

3. GK B4 controls the ball in his goal area. The referees whistle for the execution. GK B4 then runs with the 

ball outside the area and passes the ball to B2 who scores a goal.(1138)  

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 Goal for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B4.  



 Free throw for team A.  

 

4. 6m-throw for team A and suspension to B3. A2 executes the throw, GK B1 saves the shot, and the ball 

crosses the sideline. At this moment B5 (first) and B3 (second) enter the court.(1127)  

 Suspension to B5. Throw-in for team A. Team B will play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5 and second suspension to B3. Disqualification to B3. Throw-in for team A. Team B will 

play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5. Free throw for team A. Team B will play with two players less 

 Suspension to B5 and second suspension to B3. Disqualification to B3. Free throw for team A. Team B 

will play with two players less  

 

5. In the following situations, a time out is obligatory…(1075)  

 Disqualification or exclusion. 

 Suspension of a player.  

 Suspension of an official. 

 6m throw.  

 

6. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match.(1148)  

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

 Disqualification to B3. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report.  

 

7. Goalkeeper A12 defends the ball, which remains in his goal area near his substitution area and 

immediately runs out of the game after his substitution goalkeeper A1 enters the game; goalkeeper A1 then 

takes the ball, shoot and scores a goal.(1375)  

 Goal – 2 points for team A 

 Suspension of goalkeeper A1; free throw for team B  

 Goalkeeper throw for team A executed by A12.  

 No goal; goalkeeper throw for team B  

 

8. A7 is serving a suspension while team B is in possession of the ball. The ball goes out and the referee 

whistles for a throw-in for team A. Before the game resumes A7 enters the court.(1123)  

 Time-out. New suspension for A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team A.  

 Time-out. New suspension to A7 results in a disqualification to A7. Free throw for team B.  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred.  

 Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Throw-in for team B.  

 

9. A3 is in possession of the ball in the playing area. He throws the ball high in the air towards the direction 

of the opponent’s goal area, he runs 5-6m and jumps, catches the ball, and scores in flight.(1109)  

 Goal, 2 points for team A.  

 Free throw for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A.  

 Goalkeepers-throw for team B.  

 

10. Team A scores a goal. GK B1 takes the ball from the goal, runs 4 steps, jumps in the air, and shoots the 

ball towards the goal of team A and scores.(1086)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw because the GK must have one part of a foot in constant contact with the 

ground. Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 



11. A2 takes a shot on goal, GK B1 makes the save, and the ball goes to the playing area. Then GK B1 runs 

and plays the ball again when A3 is ready to catch the ball and the goal is empty.(1136)  

 Free throw for team A.  

 Free throw for team A and suspension to B1. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred.  

 

12. A2 tries to score in flight and after the shot has landed inside the opponent’s goal area. He runs and 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When he is out A4 enters the court to substitutes 

him.(1143)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B from the point where A4 enters the court. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B 1m outside their goal area. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B from the point where he enters the court.  

 

13. The players are not permitted to wear:(1129)  

 Face masks correct  

 Head protection correct  

 Earrings  

 Support braces for knee/elbow/foot  

 Glasses without restraining bands  

 

14. GK B1 is playing as court player and tries to shoot on goal. He lands in the opponents’ goal area and he 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When he is out GK B3 enters the court and saves the 

direct shot on goal of GK A1.(1144)  

 Time-out. Suspension to B1. 6m-throw for team A 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. 6m-throw for team A 

 Time-out. Suspension to B1. Free throw for team A 

 Play on. Goalkeeper-throw for team B  

 

15. The referees stop the game because A4 is bleeding. A4 leaves the court in order to receive medical 

assistance. After a while, he is ready to re-enter the court, but before he does, the referee who was next to 

him instructs him to cover the wound. When A4 re-enters the court with correct substitution, the referees 

see that he continues to bleed and the wound is uncovered.(1128)  

 Time-out from the referees. A4 leaves the court again. No punishment. Free throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B. Team A is reduced by one player. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Free Throw for team B.  

 Team A reduces by one the number of players.  

 

16. When is the timekeeper required to stop the official clock immediately, without awaiting confirmation 

from the referees?(1195)  

 Team time-out. 

 Disqualification of an official.  

 Signal (whistle) from the timekeeper or the delegate. 

 Consultations between the referees.  

 

17. Free throw for team A at the end of the first half, the score is 18-6 for team B. Player A5, who is 

standing 40cm from the correct position of the free throw, hands the ball to the referees showing that there 

is no interest in trying to score.(1100)  

 The referees must correct the position and whistle for the free throw.  

 The referees consider the free throw taken. 

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct.  

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. Repeat of the free throw after whistle.  

 



18. An official from team A requests a TTO during a ‘Golden Goal’ situation.(1337)  

 Time is stopped and the TTO is given 

 TTO is allowed if team A requested it before the ‘Golden Goal’ situation  

 TTO is not allowed 

 TTO is allowed only in agreement with the referees.  

 

19. The ball is on the sand and player A2 stands next to it. B3 dives for it from a distance of 2-3m away, 

plays it and scores.(1108)  

 Suspension to B3 (for endangering the opponent) and free throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goal. 

 No goal, goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

  

20. Player A6 hits player A3; he was angry because of a conceded goal. What action should the referees 

take?(1392)  

 Disqualification to player A6 

 Play on, because A3 is a own player team 

 Time out correct Written report  

 

21. GK B3 saves the ball after shot by A4. He tries to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips form his hand and 

goes into the goal.(1119)  

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 Repeat the goalkeepers-throw. 

 Free throw for team A.  

 

22. Who are entitled to address the referees during the game?(1183)  

 The respective coaches. 

 The respective officials A. 

 The respective two officials that are in the substitution areas.  

 The respective “responsible team officials”.  

 

23. A4 scores with a spin shot and the line referee awards a 2-point goal and the court referee 1-point 

goal.(1179)  

 Time-out. 1-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee 

 Time-out. 2-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line referee  

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail.  

24. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. The 

referees are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment, A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of 

the ball and pushes him down. The referees whistle a free throw for team B and suspend A5.(1189)  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up 

a new phase.  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a 

new phase.  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up 

a new phase. 

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning.  

 

25. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to B5 who scores in flight.(1140)  



 Goal, 2 points for team B.  

 Free throw for team A.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle. 

 6m-throw for team A.  

 

26. Team A wins 10-8 in the first half, as well as the second half with 16-15, due to a ‘Golden Goal’. What is 

the final result?(1338)  

 3-0  

 2-1 

 2-0 

 1-0  

 

27. Goalkeeper A1 correctly executes a throw-in. He shoots directly on goal, but the ball hits the lower leg of 

player B7 who was just standing and returns towards the playing area. Goalkeeper A1 jumps and catches 

the ball.(1360)  

 No punishment; free throw for team A  

 Time out; suspension for player B7, and free throw for team A 

 Free throw for team B from the point where A1 caught the ball  

 Time out; verbal warning for player B7, and free throw for team A 

 Play on  

 

28. GK B12 executes a goalkeeper-throw. He throws the ball correctly to score a goal and he runs outside of 

his goal area. The ball hits the goal post of team A and returns to the playing area. B12 takes the ball in-

flight and scores a goal.(1081)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Goal, 3 points for team B, because he is a GK and scored in-flight. 

 Free throw for team A from the point where B12 touched the ball.  

 Suspension of B12 and goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 

29. Team A has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. A3 takes a 

shot on goal, the defence players’ block and the ball crosses the sideline.(1191)  

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again.  

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to build-

up a new phase.  

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase 

from the beginning. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 

seconds to build-up a new phase.  

 

30. GK A1 is playing as court player and tries to shoot on goal. He lands in the opponents’ goal area and he 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When GK A1 is out, GK A3, who was not in the 

substitution area but seated outside of his goal area sideline, enters the court and saves the direct shot on 

goal of GK B1.(1145)  

 Timeout. Suspension to A1. 6m-throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A3. 6m-throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A1. Free throw for team B. 

 Play on. Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 

 

TEST NR 8 

 

1. The specialist from team A executes a 6m throw; team B goalkeeper saves the ball and the ball goes 

directly toward the empty goal of team A. In that moment, the goalkeeper of team A enters his 6m 



area and saves the ball (specialist of team A is still in playing area). What action should the referees 

take?(1359)  

 6m throw  

 Play on  

 Free throw in from the substitution area of team A  

 Time out 

 Suspension of team A goalkeeper  

 

2. Which of the following options are permitted for a goalkeeper?(1357)  

 Touch the ball with any part of his body while in the act of defence inside the goal area 

 Endanger the opponent while in the act of defence 

 To leave the goal area with the ball and play it again in the playing area, if he has not managed to control it 

 Re-enter the goal area from the playing area with the ball  

 

3. Suspension of A7 combined with an awarding of a 6m-throw. B3 executes the throw, the GK saves the 

attempt, but the ball crosses the sideline.(1095)  

 The suspended player may be substituted 

 The suspended player may re-enter the playing court 

 The suspended player may be substituted or re-enter the playing court after the next turnover.  

 Team A will continue with one player less  

 

4. A3 throws the ball towards the empty goal and just before the ball crosses the goal line, the timekeeper 

whistles and interrupts the game for a faulty substitution from B6.(1114)  

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. 6m-throw for team A. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team A from the point that A3 shot on goal. 

 Time-out. Goal, 1 point for team A; suspension to B6. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team B from the point of the faulty substitution.  

 

5. 6m-throw for team B: during the time-out, the referees give permission to team B officials to enter the 

court because B3 is injured. Officials A and C enter the court and while official C is assisting the injured 

player, official A gives instructions to his players B2 and B5.(1131)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Suspension to official A. The game resumes with the 6m-throw for team B.  

 Suspension to official A. The game resumes with a free throw for team A. 

 Suspensions given to official A, B2, and B5. The game restarts with the 6m-throw for team B.  

 

6. Team A is playing offence. Player A9 has the ball and as he tries to pass it to his teammate, he is fouled by 

an opponent. In spite of this, A9 passes the ball to A7, and A7 scores with spin-shot. What action should the 

referees take?(1380)  

 Free throw for team A 

 6m throw for team A 

 Goal – 2 points for team A  

 Free throw for team B  

 

7. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court:(1098)  

 If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw. 

 If the 6m-throw goes out.  

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline.  

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the ball.  

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the ball.  

 If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline.  

 



8. Player A4 receives a suspension. The trainer of team A protests against the referee decision by shouting 

and gesticulating (waving his arms wildly). As a consequence he receives a suspension; he then continues to 

say to the referees: “you don’t know anything, idiots”. What action should the referees take? (1391)  

 The trainer receives a suspension 

 Team A is reduced by one more player on the court (besides A4).  

 Disqualification of the trainer 

 Written report 

 No reduction of players for team A  

 

9. GK B4 controls the ball in his goal area. The referees whistle for the execution. GK B4 then runs with the 

ball outside the area and passes the ball to B2 who scores a goal.(1138)  

 Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle.  

 Goal for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B4. 

 Free throw for team A.  

 

10. In which of the following situations is a time-out obligatory?(1203)  

 Disqualification. 

 Suspension of a player.  

 Suspension of an official.  

 6m-throw.  

 

11. Player A10 plays the ball during the referee throw, but before the ball reaches highest point and the ball 

comes to player B7 who scores a goal after spin shot? What action should the referees take?(1367)  

 Goal - 1 point  

 Goal - 2 points  

 Goalkeeper throw wrong 

 Repeat referee throw  

 

12. While team B is in possession of the ball, official A of team B requests a team time-out and the 

timekeeper whistles. Before the referees whistle the time-out, B3 takes the shots on goal and scores. At this 

moment the referees whistles for the team time-out.(1134)  

 Goal for team B. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 No goal. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a free throw for team B.  

 Goal for team B. No team time-out. The match restarts with a goalkeepers-throw for team A. 

 No goal. No team time-out. 6m-throw for team B.  

 

13. A4 scores with a spin shot and the line referee awards a 2-point goal and the court referee 1-point 

goal.(1179)  

 Time-out. 1-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee 

 Time-out. 2-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line referee  

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail.  

 

14. While team A was in possession of the ball and the ball was in play, the timekeeper whistles for an 

infringement. Before the referees realise the situation, they whistle for a 6m-throw for team A and 

disqualification to B2. After a few seconds, they realise the extent of the situation.(1135)  

 Time-out. The referees go to the timekeeper and take action for the infringement. The 6m-throw and 

the disqualification to B2 are invalid.  

 Time-out. The referees go to the timekeeper and take action for the infringement. 6m-throw is invalid 

and disqualification to B2 is valid.  



 Time-out. The referees go to the table and take action for the infringement. 6m-throw and 

disqualification to B2 are valid. 

 Time-out. The referees go to the timekeeper and take action for the infringement. The 6m-throw is 

valid and the disqualification to B2 is invalid.  

 

15. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. B6 attempts 

a shot on goal; GK A1 saves and the ball rebounds to B2 in the playing area.(1188)  

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a new phase. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a new phase.  

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a new phase.  

 

16. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game.(1133)  

 Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. Team A 

restart the game with 3 players on court. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court.  

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw for team B.  

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards.  

 

17. Team A has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. After some 

moments, official A of team B commits an action deemed unsportsmanlike conduct. The referees whistles, 

stops the game, and suspends official A. Free throw for team A.(1190)  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least seconds 5 to build-up 

a new phase. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to build-up a 

new phase.  

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 seconds to build-up 

a new phase 

 The warning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase from the beginning.  

 

18. After a save by GK B1 the ball returns to the playing area towards B6 who is standing 2m away of his 

goal area line, he jumps to throw the ball towards the empty goal of team A. A7 pushes him violently in the 

back and B6 loses the ball.(1151)  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7.  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Report.  

 Free throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 Free throw for team B. Time out. Disqualification to A7. Report.  

 

19. How many balls must be present prior to the game?(1343)  

 2 balls. 

 3 balls.  

 4 balls.  

 5 balls, if the weather conditions are bad.  

 

20. GK B12 executes a goalkeeper-throw. He throws the ball correctly to score a goal and he runs outside of 

his goal area. The ball hits the goal post of team A and returns to the playing area. B12 takes the ball in-

flight and scores a goal.(1081)  

 Goal, 2 points for team B.  

 Goal, 3 points for team B, because he is a GK and scored in-flight.  

 Free throw for team A from the point where B12 touched the ball. 

 Suspension of B12 and goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 



21. A2 executes a 6m-throw. The ball hits to the goal and return to him. He catches the ball and scores with 

spin shot.(1157)  

 Free Throw for team B. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A2. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B.  

 

22. Who has the right to suspend a match temporarily or permanently?(1184)  

 The organisers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches.  

 The referees. 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate. 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team officials” are in agreement with the decision.  

 

23. GK B1 is playing as court player and tries to shoot on goal. He lands in the opponents’ goal area and he 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When he is out GK B3 enters the court and saves the 

direct shot on goal of GK A1.(1144)  

 Time-out. Suspension to B1. 6m-throw for team A 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. 6m-throw for team A 

 Time-out. Suspension to B1. Free throw for team A 

 Play on. Goalkeeper-throw for team B  

 

24. The timekeeper gave the final signal for the half-time interval too early. The referees keep the players on 

court in order to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession of the ball.(1073)  

 Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 

 The game will restart with a referee-throw. 

 A coin toss will decide.  

 Team B will restart with goalkeeper-throw.  

 

25. A5 scores a goal after advantage and B5 receives a suspension. Goalkeeper B1 executes the goalkeeper-

throw and passes the ball to B2 3m outside of his goal area line. At this moment B3 enter the court near the 

opponent’s goal area as fourth player and the table whistles for illegal entry onto the court.(1080)  

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from the place that B3 enters the court. Team B 

will restart with two players less. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from where the ball was at the point of 

interruption. Team B will restart with one player less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A next to the table. Team B will restart with one 

player less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from where the ball was at the point of 

interruption. Team B will restart with two players less.  

 

26. Referee-throw to begin the second half: the two players who are jumping for the ball shall stand…(1089)  

 At least one meter away from the referee each on the side nearest to his own goal. 

 At least three meters away from the referee each on the side nearest to his own goal. 

 At least one meter away from the referee and in any side of the playing court. 

 Next to the referee each on the side nearest to his own goal.  

 

27. B2 is going alone in a fast break and when he is ready to shoot on goal a spectator runs onto the court 

and push him down. B2 loses the ball that goes to GK A1.(1154)  

 6m-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B.  

 Referee-throw from the point of the action.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 



28. Team A wins 10-8 in the first half, as well as the second half with 16-15, due to a ‘Golden Goal’. What is 

the final result?(1338)  

 3-0  

 2-1 

 2-0 

 1-0  

 

29. B3 executes a 6m-throw. He try to throw the ball, the ball slips of his hand and goes in the air between 

he and GK A1. B3 jumps and slaps the ball into the goal.(1169)  

 No goal. Free throw for team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A.  

 Goal, 2 points for team B.  

 Goal, 1 point for team B.  

 

30. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 throws the ball to A2, the defending goalkeeper B5 

runs out of his own goal area, intercepts, and catches the ball clearly.(1091)  

 The throw is over. The defending GK may leave his goal area.  

 Disqualification of B5. 6m-throw for team A.  

 6m-throw for team A.  

 Repeat the throw for team A.  

 

 

TEST nr 9 

 

1. Five minutes after the start of the game and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that in the substitution area of team B there is one player more than the registered and whistle for 

time-out. The “responsible team official” explained that the player is injured and he is just sitting with his 

teammates. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred, if the referees are sure that the player is injured. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player must leave the substitution area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player may stay in the substitution area. 

Verbal warning to the “responsible team official” and the player. Report 

 

2. Team A wins 10-8 in the first half, as well as the second half with 16-15, due to a ‘Golden Goal’. What is 

the 

final result? 

 

 3-0 

 2-1 

 2-0 

 1-0 

 

3. Official B of team A is guilty of an assault that took place during an intermission. Before the intermission 

team A played with 4 players. 

 

 Verbal caution for official B. 

 Suspension of official B. Team A will restart with one player less. 

 Disqualification of official B. Team A will continue with 4 players. Report. 

 Disqualification of official B. Team A will restart with one player less. Report. 

 

4. Who has the right to suspend a match temporarily or permanently? 

 

 The organisers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches. 



 The referees. 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate. 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team officials” are in agreement with the decision. 

 

5. How many match balls must be available prior to each game? 

 

 1 

 4 

 2 

 3 

6. Free throw for team B. Player A3 moves the ball 4 metres away and then gives the ball to the referee. 

 

 Play on 

 Suspension 

 Time out 

 Disqualification for player A3 

 Whistle a free throw 

 

7. At the beginning of the match team A arrives with 5 players on the score sheet and playing court. What 

action is taken by the referees? 

 

 Wait for the 6th player – a maximum of 25 minutes 

 Start the game 

 Declare team B the winner – the match does not commence 

 

8. A stray dog bites one of the reserve balls near one of the goals, then runs onto the court and catches the 

ball that is in play. The dog bites that ball as well. Both balls are now unsuitable for playing. There is one 

reserve ball at the other goal and one at the timekeeper’s table. How shall the play continue? 

 The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall remain at the other goal. 

 The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall be kept at the timekeeper’s 

table. 

 The game cannot continue with only two balls. The referees shall end the game and report the incident. 

 The game shall continue with only one ball. The other ball shall not be used for the rest of the game. 

 

9. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court: 

 

 If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw. 

 If the 6m-throw goes out. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the ball. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the ball. 

 If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline. 

 

10. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match. 

 

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

 Disqualification to B3. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report. 

 

11. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 



referee whistles and stops the game. 

 

 Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. Team A 

restart the game with 3 players on court. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court. 

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw for team B. 

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards. 

 

12. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to 

B5 who scores in flight. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 

13. Player A4 receives a suspension. The trainer of team A protests against the referee decision by shouting 

and gesticulating (waving his arms wildly). As a consequence he receives a suspension; he then continues 

to say to the referees: “you don’t know anything, idiots”. What action should the referees take? 

 

 The trainer receives a suspension 

 Team A is reduced by one more player on the court (besides A4). 

 Disqualification of the trainer 

 Written report 

 No reduction of players for team A 

 

14. A6 is ready to execute a free throw. After the signal, he shoots direct on goal and the ball hits player B3 

in 

the head who was standing correctly and not moving. 

 

 Disqualification to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Suspension to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Exclusion to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 

15. During a shoot-out, the goalkeeper moves into a handstand position, as a consequence shooting player 

misses the shot. What action should the referees take? 

 

 The throw is over. 

 Suspension 

 Disqualification of the goalkeeper 

 Repeat the shot 

 

16. Team A has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. A3 takes a 

shot on goal, the defence players’ block and the ball crosses the sideline. 

 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to build-

up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase 

from the beginning. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 

seconds to buildup 



 a new phase. 

 

17. Goalkeeper A10 is making a fast break and his team loses possession of the ball. B8 shoots towards the 

goal and A10 saves a goal with one leg when with the other standing on the 6m line. 

 

 6m throw 

 6m throw; suspension 

 Play on 

 

18. Player A6 hits player A3; he was angry because of a conceded goal. What action should the referees 

take? 

 

 Disqualification to player A6 

 Play on, because A3 is a own player team 

 Time out 

 Written report 

 

19. A3 throws the ball towards the empty goal and just before the ball crosses the goal line, the timekeeper 

whistles and interrupts the game for a faulty substitution from B6. 

 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. 6m-throw for team A. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team A from the point that A3 shot on goal. 

 Time-out. Goal, 1 point for team A; suspension to B6. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team B from the point of the faulty substitution. 

 

20. Which of the following balls can be used in the men’s game? 

 

 Weight 340 grams, circumference 55 cm. 

 Weight 375 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 Weight 350 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 Weight 425 grams, circumference 60 cm. 

 Weight 370 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 Weight 370 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 

21. An official from team A requests a TTO during a ‘Golden Goal’ situation. 

 

 Time is stopped and the TTO is given 

 TTO is allowed if team A requested it before the ‘Golden Goal’ situation 

 TTO is not allowed 

 TTO is allowed only in agreement with the referees. 

 

22. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 

who executes the free throw. He scores a goal. 

 

 Goal. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2. 

 

23. Three minutes after the start of the match and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that there are three officials in the substitution area of team B and whistle for time-out. The 

“responsible team official” explained that the third person is the President and “Golden Sponsor” of the 

team. 



 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because of his function. 

 Disqualification to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution 

area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President must leave the substitution area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution area. 

 

 

24. Goalkeeper A12 defends the ball, which remains in his goal area near his substitution area and 

immediately runs out of the game after his substitution goalkeeper A1 enters the game; goalkeeper A1 then 

takes the ball, shoot and scores a goal. 

 

 Goal – 2 points for team A 

 Suspension of goalkeeper A1; free throw for team B 

 Goalkeeper throw for team A executed by A12. 

 No goal; goalkeeper throw for team B 

 

25. Referee-throw to begin the first half: all players, except one player from each team… 

 

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee, and position themselves to the side nearest to their 

own goal. 

 Must remain at least one meter away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere else on the playing court. 

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere in the playing court. 

 

26. A3 has the ball in his hand in the correct position and he is ready to executes a Free Throw. Before the 

referees whistle for the throw, he put the ball down on the sand and picks it up again after 3 seconds. 

 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Suspension to A3. Free throw for team B. 

 Only verbal warning issued to A3. Restart with the match with a free throw for team A. 

 

27. The timekeeper gave the final signal for the half-time interval too early. The referees keep the players on 

court in order to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession of the ball. 

 

 Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 

 The game will restart with a referee-throw. 

 A coin toss will decide. 

 Team B will restart with goalkeeper-throw. 

 

28. A2 stands alone just outside of the opponents playing area line, ready to shoot on goal, and at this 

moment, an unwarranted whistle signal is heard, and A2 stops the action. 

 

 Free Throw for team B. 

 Free Throw for team A. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

29. Team A is in possession of the ball without attempting to attack. The referees have showed the warning 

signal for passive play and when they are ready to whistle, team A requests a team time-out (correctly) and 

the timekeeper whistles. 

 



 After restarting the game, the warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. 

 After restarting the game, the referees must immediately whistle a free throw for team B. 

 Team A is allowed to start their attack from the beginning. 

 Team A must complete the attack within 15 seconds. 

 

30. After a collision between players A4 and B3 in the playing area, the court referee whistles a free throw 

for 

team B and the line referee whistles free throw for team A. 

 

 Time-out. Free throw for team B without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee. 

 Time-out. Free throw for team A without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line 

referee. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail. 

 

 

TEST nr 10 

 

1. Five minutes after the start of the game and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that in the substitution area of team B there is one player more than the registered and whistle for 

time-out. The “responsible team official” explained that the player is injured and he is just sitting with his 

teammates. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred, if the referees are sure that the player is injured. 

 correct Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player must leave the substitution 

area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player may stay in the substitution area. 

 Verbal warning to the “responsible team official” and the player. Report 

2. Team A wins 10-8 in the first half, as well as the second half with 16-15, due to a ‘Golden Goal’. What is 

the 

final result? 

 

 3-0 

 2-1 

 correct 2-0 

 1-0 

 

3. Official B of team A is guilty of an assault that took place during an intermission. Before the intermission 

team A played with 4 players. 

 

 Verbal caution for official B. 

 Suspension of official B. Team A will restart with one player less. 

 correct Disqualification of official B. Team A will continue with 4 players. Report. 

 Disqualification of official B. Team A will restart with one player less. Report. 

  

4. Who has the right to suspend a match temporarily or permanently? 

 

 The organisers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches. 

 correct The referees. 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate. 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team officials” are in agreement with the decision. 



  

5. How many match balls must be available prior to each game? 

 1 

 correct 4 

 2 

 3 

 

 

6. Free throw for team B. Player A3 moves the ball 4 metres away and then gives the ball to the referee. 

 

 Play on 

 correct Suspension 

 correct Time out 

 Disqualification for player A3 

 correct Whistle a free throw 

 

7. At the beginning of the match team A arrives with 5 players on the score sheet and playing court. What 

action is taken by the referees? 

 

 Wait for the 6th player – a maximum of 25 minutes 

 Start the game 

 correct Declare team B the winner – the match does not commence 

 

8. A stray dog bites one of the reserve balls near one of the goals, then runs onto the court and catches the 

ball that is in play. The dog bites that ball as well. Both balls are now unsuitable for playing. There is one 

reserve ball at the other goal and one at the timekeeper’s table. How shall the play continue? 

 

 The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall remain at the other goal. 

 correct The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall be kept at the 

timekeeper’s table. 

 The game cannot continue with only two balls. The referees shall end the game and report the incident. 

 wrong The game shall continue with only one ball. The other ball shall not be used for the rest of the 

game. 

 

9. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court: 

 correct If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw. 

 correct If the 6m-throw goes out. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline. 

 correct If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the 

ball. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the ball. 

 correct If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline. 

 

10. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match. 

 

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

 Disqualification to B3. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report. 

 

11. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 



referee whistles and stops the game. 

 

 correct Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. 

Team A restart the 

 game with 3 players on court. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court. 

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw 

 for team B. 

 

12. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to 

B5 who scores in flight. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 correct Free throw for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 

13. Player A4 receives a suspension. The trainer of team A protests against the referee decision by shouting 

and gesticulating (waving his arms wildly). As a consequence he receives a suspension; he then continues 

to say to the referees: “you don’t know anything, idiots”. What action should the referees take? 

 

 The trainer receives a suspension 

 correct Team A is reduced by one more player on the court (besides A4). 

 correct Disqualification of the trainer 

 correct Written report 

 No reduction of players for team A 

 

14. A6 is ready to execute a free throw. After the signal, he shoots direct on goal and the ball hits player B3 

in 

the head who was standing correctly and not moving. 

 

 correct Disqualification to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Suspension to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 Exclusion to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

 

15. During a shoot-out, the goalkeeper moves into a handstand position, as a consequence shooting player 

misses the shot. What action should the referees take? 

 

 correct The throw is over. 

 Suspension 

 correct Disqualification of the goalkeeper 

 Repeat the shot 

 

16. Team A has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. A3 takes a 

shot on goal, the defence players’ block and the ball crosses the sideline. 

 

 correct Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 passes to build-

up a new phase. 

 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is to be stopped. Team A is allowed to build-up a new phase 

from the beginning. 



 Throw-in for team A. The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team A has at least 10 

seconds to buildup 

 a new phase. 

 

17. Goalkeeper A10 is making a fast break and his team loses possession of the ball. B8 shoots towards the 

goal and A10 saves a goal with one leg when with the other standing on the 6m line. 

 

 6m throw 

 correct 6m throw; suspension 

 Play on 

 

18. Player A6 hits player A3; he was angry because of a conceded goal. What action should the referees 

take? 

 

 correct Disqualification to player A6 

 Play on, because A3 is a own player team 

 correct Time out 

 correct Written report 

 

19. A3 throws the ball towards the empty goal and just before the ball crosses the goal line, the timekeeper 

whistles and interrupts the game for a faulty substitution from B6. 

 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to B6. 6m-throw for team A. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team A from the point that A3 shot on goal. 

 Time-out. Goal, 1 point for team A; suspension to B6. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B6. Free throw for team B from the point of the faulty substitution. 

 

20. Which of the following balls can be used in the men’s game? 

 

 Weight 340 grams, circumference 55 cm. 

 Weight 375 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 correct Weight 350 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 Weight 425 grams, circumference 60 cm. 

 correct Weight 370 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 correct Weight 370 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 

21. An official from team A requests a TTO during a ‘Golden Goal’ situation. 

 

 Time is stopped and the TTO is given 

 TTO is allowed if team A requested it before the ‘Golden Goal’ situation 

 correct TTO is not allowed 

 d) TTO is allowed only in agreement with the referees. 

 

22. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 

who executes the free throw. He scores a goal. 

 

 Goal. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 correct Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2. 

 

23. Three minutes after the start of the match and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that there are three officials in the substitution area of team B and whistle for time-out. The 



“responsible team official” explained that the third person is the President and “Golden Sponsor” of the 

team. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because of his function. 

 Disqualification to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution 

area. 

 correct Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President must leave the substitution 

area. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution area. 

 

 

24. Goalkeeper A12 defends the ball, which remains in his goal area near his substitution area and 

immediately runs out of the game after his substitution goalkeeper A1 enters the game; goalkeeper A1 then 

takes the ball, shoot and scores a goal. 

 

 Goal – 2 points for team A 

 Suspension of goalkeeper A1; free throw for team B 

 correct Goalkeeper throw for team A executed by A12. 

 No goal; goalkeeper throw for team B 

 

25. Referee-throw to begin the first half: all players, except one player from each team… 

 

 Must remain at least three meters away from the referee, and position themselves to the side nearest to their 

own 

 goal. 

 Must remain at least one meter away from the referee and they are allowed to position themselves 

anywhere else on the 

 playing court. 

 correct Must remain at least three meters away from the referee and they are allowed to position 

themselves anywhere in the 

 playing court. 

 

26. A3 has the ball in his hand in the correct position and he is ready to executes a Free Throw. Before the 

referees whistle for the throw, he put the ball down on the sand and picks it up again after 3 seconds. 

 

 correct Free throw for team B. 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Suspension to A3. Free throw for team B. 

 Only verbal warning issued to A3. Restart with the match with a free throw for team A. 

 

27. The timekeeper gave the final signal for the half-time interval too early. The referees keep the players on 

court in order to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession of the ball. 

 

 correct Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 

 The game will restart with a referee-throw. 

 A coin toss will decide. 

 Team B will restart with goalkeeper-throw. 

 

28. A2 stands alone just outside of the opponents playing area line, ready to shoot on goal, and at this 

moment, an unwarranted whistle signal is heard, and A2 stops the action. 

 

 Free Throw for team B. 

 Free Throw for team A. 

 correct 6m-throw for team A. 



 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

29. Team A is in possession of the ball without attempting to attack. The referees have showed the warning 

signal for passive play and when they are ready to whistle, team A requests a team time-out (correctly) and 

the timekeeper whistles. 

 

 correct After restarting the game, the warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. 

 After restarting the game, the referees must immediately whistle a free throw for team B. 

 Team A is allowed to start their attack from the beginning. 

 Team A must complete the attack within 15 seconds. 

 

30. After a collision between players A4 and B3 in the playing area, the court referee whistles a free throw 

for 

team B and the line referee whistles free throw for team A. 

 

 Time-out. Free throw for team B without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee. 

 Time-out. Free throw for team A without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line 

referee. 

 wrong Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

 correct Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a 

joint decision then the 

 opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the 

 opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail. 

 

TEST nr 11 

 

 

1. GK B1 controls the ball in his goal area. He throws the ball to B3, the ball crosses the goal area line but 

because of too much wind, reverses, and rolls back into the goal. 

 

 Repeat goalkeepers-throw after whistle. 

 correct Goal for team A. Goalkeepers-throw for team B. 

 Free Throw for team A 1m from the goal area line. 

 

2. The specialist from team A executes a 6m throw; team B goalkeeper saves the ball and the ball goes 

directly toward the empty goal of team A. In that moment, the goalkeeper of team A enters his 6m area and 

saves the ball (specialist of team A is still in playing area). What action should the referees take? 

 

 correct 6m throw 

 Play on 

 Free throw in from the substitution area of team A 

 correct Time out 

 correct Suspension of team A goalkeeper 

 

3. Free throw for team A at the end of the first half, the score is 18-6 for team B. Player A5, who is standing 

40cm from the correct position of the free throw, hands the ball to the referees showing that there is no 

interest in trying to score. 

 

 The referees must correct the position and whistle for the free throw. 

 correct The referees consider the free throw taken. 

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. 

 Suspension of A5 for unsportsmanlike conduct. Repeat of the free throw after whistle. 



 

4. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his own goal area. He tries to throw the ball for a long pass to A3 but 

the ball goes back into his own goal. 

 

 Goal for team B. One point is awarded. 

 Goal for team B. Two points are awarded. 

 correct Repeat the goalkeeper-throw 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

5. GK A1 correctly executes a throw-in. He shoots directly on goal and scores. 

 

 correct Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 No goal. Repeat the throw-in. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. Goalkeeper B1 has the ball, jumps up, throws the ball directly, and scores 

a 

goal against team A. 

 

 Repeat the throw. 

 correct Goal. Two points are awarded. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goal. Three points are awarded (because the goalkeeper scored a goal “in-flight”). 

 

7. GK A1 saves a shot on goal and the ball is rolling in the goal area. B3 is ready to dive for the ball, but GK 

1 

runs and catch the ball inside his goal area, but with his speed, he cross the goal area line with one foot and 

then passes the ball to A3 who scores a goal. 

 

 Goal for team A. 

 correct Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team B outside the goal area line of team A. 

 6m-throw for team B. 

 

8. Who has the right to suspend a match temporarily or permanently? 

 

 The organisers after consultation with the referees and the respective coaches. 

 correct The referees. 

 The referees in a joint decision with the delegate. 

 The referees if the respective “responsible team officials” are in agreement with the decision. 

 

9. The timekeeper gave the final signal for the half-time interval too early. The referees keep the players on 

court in order to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession of the ball. 

 

 correct Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 

 The game will restart with a referee-throw. 

 A coin toss will decide. 

 Team B will restart with goalkeeper-throw. 

 



10. Player A6 hits player A3; he was angry because of a conceded goal. What action should the referees 

take? 

 

 correct Disqualification to player A6 

 Play on, because A3 is a own player team 

 correct Time out 

 correct Written report 

 

11. Team A wins 10-8 in the first half, as well as the second half with 16-15, due to a ‘Golden Goal’. What is 

the 

final result? 

3-0 

2-1 

correct 2-0 

1-0 

 

12. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court: 

 

 correct If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw. 

 correct If the 6m-throw goes out. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline. 

 correct If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the 

ball. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the ball. 

 correct If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline. 

 

13. Player A3 is executing a 6-meter throw. After the ball has left his hand, A3 steps with one foot on the 6- 

meter line. What action should the referees take? 

 

 Goal – 1 point for team A 

 correct Goal – 2 points for team A 

 Goalkeeper throw for team B 

 Repetition of the 6-meter throw for team A 

 

14. During referee throw, but after the ball has reached the highest point, player A3 pushes player B6 hard. 

What action should the referees take? 

 

 Play on 

 Punishment not possible because the ball did not reach highest position 

 6m and disqualification for A3 

 correct Suspension for player A3 

 Repeat of referee throw 

 correct Free throw 

 

15. Officials A and B of team A are nominated to remain in the substitution area. During the first half of the 

match, official C who is designated as the “responsible team official” wants to replace official B and remain 

in the substitution area to have better contact with the table and referees. 

 

 No problem, since all officials are named in the score sheet. 

 Official C must wait until the end of the first half. 

 correct Officials are not allowed to be replaced after the start of the match. 

 Is allowed only if the “responsible team official” of team B accepts. 

 



16. B2 took a shot on goal and A4, acting in defence, touches the ball; GK A1 then catches the ball in his 

goal 

area. A1 throws the ball directly on goal of team B and scores. 

 

 No goal. Free throw for team B 1m away of the goal area line of team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A after signal. 

 correct Goal - 2 points for team A. 

 No goal. Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B 1m away of the goal area line. 

 

17. During the throw-in for team A, the referees stop the game because A9 is injured. The referees permit 

persons from team A to enter the court. Team Officials A and B run onto the court to assist the injured 

player 

and after some seconds official C, who is the team doctor, enters the court to assist the player too. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because official C is the doctor. 

 Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by the number of players. Free throw for team B. 

 correct Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for team A. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for 

team A. 

 

18. Team B misses a shot on goal, which goes out of play. In that moment, the final signal sounds, but the 

referees realise there is still one minute left. How is the game restarted? 

 

 Half-time break of 5 min and then start the second half 

 correct The last minute has to be played 

 correct Goalkeeper throw for team A 

 Free throw for team B 

 

19. GK B3 saves the ball after shot by A4. He tries to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips form his hand and 

goes into the goal. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 correct Repeat the goalkeepers-throw. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 

20. Team A has only six players listed on the score sheet at the beginning of the match. A8 who arrives late 

and is not entered on the score sheet, enters the court after correct substitution; the timekeeper whistles 

and interrupts the game. 

 

 Time-out. Suspension on A8. A8 is allowed to be listed on the score sheet. Free throw for team B. Team A 

reduces 

the number of players by one. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is allowed to be listed on 

the score sheet. Free throw 

for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A8. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is not allowed to be entered onto the 

score sheet 

because he was not present at the beginning of the match. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the 

number of players by 

one. 

 



21. After a save by GK B1 the ball returns to the playing area towards B6 who is standing 2m away of his 

goal 

area line, he jumps to throw the ball towards the empty goal of team A. A7 pushes him violently in the back 

and B6 loses the ball. 

 

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 correct 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Report. 

 Free throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7. 

 Free throw for team B. Time out. Disqualification to A7. Report. 

 

22. Referee-throw to start the game. The referee throws the ball and A3 jumps and when the ball is in the 

highest point he slaps the ball and scores a goal. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. 

 correct Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Repeat the referee-throw. 

 

23. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 throws the ball to A2, the defending goalkeeper B5 

runs 

out of his own goal area, intercepts, and catches the ball clearly. 

 

 correct The throw is over. The defending GK may leave his goal area. 

 Disqualification of B5. 6m-throw for team A. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 

24. When is it considered that the referee throw has been taken? 

 

 When the ball touches the sand 

 correct When the ball reaches its highest position 

 When the player from the guest team catches the ball 

 

25. A2 tries to score in flight and after the shot has landed inside the opponent’s goal area. He runs and 

leaves the court beyond the sideline of the goal area. When he is out A4 enters the court to substitutes him. 

 

 correct Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B from the point where A4 enters the court. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A2. Free throw for team B 1m outside their goal area. 

 Time-out. Suspension to A4. Free throw for team B from the point where he enters the court. 

 

26. A free throw for team B just 1 second before the end of half-time; goalkeeper B3 executes the throw 

direct on goal after the whistled signal and when the ball is 2m away from the goal line the final signal 

sounds. The ball enters the goal. 

 

 Two points goal for team B. 

 The game is over with the final signal. No goal. 

 correct The throw must be retaken. 

 6m–throw for team B, as it was a clear chance of scoring. 

 

27. Which of the following balls can be used in the men’s game? 

 

 Weight 340 grams, circumference 55 cm. 

 Weight 375 grams, circumference 56 cm. 



 correct Weight 350 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 Weight 425 grams, circumference 60 cm. 

 correct Weight 370 grams, circumference 56 cm. 

 correct Weight 370 grams, circumference 54 cm. 

 

28. When the match finished, A18 says to the referees: “It is your fault that we lost, you are an idiot!” and 

pushes the referee, as a consequence he falls down. 

 

 Nothing, the match is over 

 Disqualification for player A18 

 correct Written report 

 Suspension 

 

29. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match. 

 

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

 Disqualification to B3. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report. 

 

30. During a fast break, GK A1 runs outside of his goal area to stop B5 who has the ball trying to shoot on 

goal. GK A1 hits the thrower arm and possession of the ball is lost. 

 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1 

 Free throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

 correct 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to A1 

 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

 

 

TEST nr 12 

 

1. Referee-throw to start the game: the referee throws the ball following the whistle signal. A3 jumps and 

plays the ball immediately after the ball leaves the hand of the referee and scores a goal. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 correct Free throw for team B. 

 Repeat of the referee-throw. 

 No goal, goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

2. . A 6-metre throw is awarded when: 

 

 correct A clear chance of scoring is destroyed anywhere on the court by a player or a team official of the 

opposing team 

 correct There is an unwarranted whistle signal at the time of a clear chance of scoring 

 correct A clear chance of scoring is destroyed through the interference of someone not participating in the 

game 

 An attacking player retains full control of the ball and body despite a violation and fails to score a goal 

 

3. Who decides which ball will be used? 

 

 The responsible team officials of the two teams. 

 correct The referees. 



 The coaches of the two teams. 

 The delegate. 

 

4. GK A1 saves a shot on goal and the ball is rolling in the goal area. B3 is ready to dive for the ball, but GK 

1 

runs and catch the ball inside his goal area, but with his speed, he cross the goal area line with one foot and 

then passes the ball to A3 who scores a goal. 

 

 Goal for team A. 

 correct Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team B outside the goal area line of team A. 

 6m-throw for team B. 

 

5. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his own goal area. He tries to throw the ball for a long pass to A3 but 

the ball goes back into his own goal. 

 

 Goal for team B. One point is awarded. 

 Goal for team B. Two points are awarded. 

 correct Repeat the goalkeeper-throw 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

6. B16 is in the air making a spin shot. At that moment A3 who is in his substitution area, throws sand 

towards 

the goal area of his team, because is agitated following the last referees’ decision. This distracts B16 and he 

stops his goal attempt. The referee whistles... 

 

 correct 6m throw for team B; disqualification for player A3 – team A is reduced by one player, and written 

report 

 Free throw for team A 

 Free throw for team B 

 6m throw for B; suspension for player A3 

 

7. A5 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B1 is standing next 

to 

the goalpost showing that he is protesting against the referees’ decision. 

 

 correct Disqualification to B1. Report. 

 Suspension to B1. 

 The referees must correct his position before they whistle for the execution of the 6m-throw. 

 Nothing illegal since he is standing between the goalposts. 

 

8. GK B1 is just outside of the opponent’s goal area and he throws the ball to the empty goal. Just before the 

ball enters the goal, official A from team A runs and kicks the ball away. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Suspension to official A. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Disqualification to official A. 

 correct 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to official A. Report. 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to official A. Report. 

9. 6m-throw for team B: during the time-out, the referees give permission to team B officials to enter the 

court because B3 is injured. Officials A and C enter the court and while official C is assisting the injured 

player, official A gives instructions to his players B2 and B5. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 correct Suspension to official A. The game resumes with the 6m-throw for team B. 



 Suspension to official A. The game resumes with a free throw for team A. 

 Suspensions given to official A, B2, and B5. The game restarts with the 6m-throw for team B. 

 

10. At the beginning of the match team A arrives with 5 players on the score sheet and playing court. What 

action is taken by the referees? 

 

 Wait for the 6th player – a maximum of 25 minutes 

 Start the game 

 correct Declare team B the winner – the match does not commence 

 

11. Player B4 has a clear chance to score; he shoots, but the ball touches player B9, then player A4, and 

crosses side line. Player A7 takes the ball and throws it in. 

 

 wrong Play on 

 correct Throw-in for team B 

 Goalkeeper throw for team A 

 Goalkeeper throw for team B 

 

12. Referee-throw to start the game: the correct positioning is as follows… 

 

 The first named referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the other 

referee 

positions himself in the centre of the playing court. 

 The second named referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the 

other referee 

positions himself in the centre of the playing court. 

 One referee positions himself outside the sideline next to the table and the other referee positions himself 

in the centre of 

the playing court. 

 correct One referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the other 

referee positions himself 

in the centre of the playing court. 

 

13. The ball is stationery just outside of the goal area of team A. GK A1 who is inside his goal area plays the 

ball to A7 who scores a goal with spin shot. 

 

 correct Free throw for team B. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A after the whistle. 

 6m-throw for team B. 

 

14. The players are not permitted to wear: 

 

 correct Face masks 

 correct Head protection 

 correct Earrings 

 Support braces for knee/elbow/foot 

 correct Glasses without restraining bands 

 

15. When is it considered that the referee throw has been taken? 

 

 When the ball touches the sand 

 correct When the ball reaches its highest position 

 When the player from the guest team catches the ball 



 

16. A3 is in possession of the ball in the playing area. He throws the ball high in the air towards the 

direction 

of the opponent’s goal area, he runs 5-6m and jumps, catches the ball, and scores in flight. 

 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 correct Free throw for team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 Goalkeepers-throw for team B. 

 

17. Player A9 is injured. The referees give permission for persons to enter the court. Who can enter the 

court? 

 

 Two players from team A 

 correct Two officials or players from team A. 

 Any two officials or players from either team 

 

18. The coin toss is undertaken by: 

 

 The first named referee in the presence of the responsible team official for each team. 

 The first named referee in the presence of the responsible team official for each team, a team official, or a 

player on behalf 

of the responsible team official. 

 A referee in the presence of the responsible team official for each team or a team official or player on 

behalf of the 

responsible team official and the delegate. 

 correct A referee in the presence of the other referee and the responsible team official for each team or a 

team official or player on 

behalf of the responsible team official. 

 

 

19. Player A3 is executing a 6-meter throw. After the ball has left his hand, A3 steps with one foot on the 6- 

meter line. What action should the referees take? 

 

 Goal – 1 point for team A 

 correct Goal – 2 points for team A 

 Goalkeeper throw for team B 

 Repetition of the 6-meter throw for team A 

 

20. A2 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B6 leaves his goal 

area for substitution, the referees whistle and call him to return, but he continues and leaves the court. 

 

 Normal. Nothing illegal since is time-out 

 correct Suspension to B6. 

 Disqualification to B6 

 Suspension to official A of team B 

 

21. The match takes places during the evening; A7 stands alone outside of the opponents’ goal area line 

ready to shoot on goal. At this moment, there is a power shortage resulting in a blackout, but A7 shoots and 

scores a goal. 

 

 Goal for team A. When the problem is resolved the game restarts with goalkeeper-throw for team B 

 correct No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with 6m-throw for team A. 

 No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with free throw for team A. 



 No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with referee-throw 1m away of the goal area line 

of team B. 

 

22. Official A of team A protests and gets an oral warning. The oral warning was after the referee had 

called 

for a free throw for A. The correct call in this situation would be: 

 

 The game resumes with the previous situation and team A have their players on court reduced by one 

 correct The game resumes with the previous situation and team A play in full strength on court 

 The game resumes with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of 

the team A that plays in full strength on court 

 The game resumes with the ball in possession of team B at the middle of the playing area close to the 

substitution area of 

the team A that which have their players on court reduced by one 

 

23. Goalkeeper-throw for team A: GK A7 who is 50cm inside his goal area line throws the ball which 

crosses 

the goal area line and B2, who is standing 30cm outside the goal area line, blocks the ball and scores. 

 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Correction of the position of B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

 No goal. Suspension to B2. Free throw for team A 

 correct Goal for team B. Resume with Goalkeeper-throw for team A 

 

24. Are the referees at liberty to decide (due to the wind or the position of the sun) if only one goal is to be 

used for the “Shoot-Out”? 

 

 correct Yes, the referees may decide. 

 Yes, but only if the team captains agree with the referees. 

 No. 

 Yes, but only if delegate agrees with the referees. 

 

25. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. B6 attempts 

a shot on goal; GK A1 saves and the ball rebounds to B2 in the playing area. 

 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a new phase. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a new phase. 

 correct The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the 

beginning. 

 The warning signal should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a new phase. 

 

26. Though not obligatory, time-outs tend to be given in which situations? 

 

 correct An injured player 

 Suspension of a player 

 correct External influences, e.g. the bands or ropes must be reattached 

 A faulty substitution or when an “additional” player unintentionally enters the court 

 6-meter throw 

 

27. B6 is ready to execute a throw-in. He want to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips from his hand and 

falls 

in the sand 3m away. B6 takes the ball within 2 seconds; he shoots a goal and scores. 

 



 Goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 correct Free throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw-in. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 

28. During a shoot-out, the goalkeeper moves into a handstand position, as a consequence shooting player 

misses the shot. What action should the referees take? 

 

 correct The throw is over. 

 Suspension 

 correct Disqualification of the goalkeeper 

 Repeat the shot 

 

29. When is the timekeeper required to stop the official clock immediately, without awaiting confirmation 

from 

the referees? 

 

 correct Team time-out. 

 Disqualification of an official. 

 correct Signal (whistle) from the timekeeper or the delegate. 

 Consultations between the referees. 

 

30. How many officials are allowed in the substitution area? 

 correct 2 

 4 

 3 

( 

 

 

TEST nr 13 
 

 

 

1. In the following situations, a time out is obligatory…(1075)  

 

correct Disqualification or exclusion.  

correct Suspension of a player. 

 correct Suspension of an official.  

correct 6m throw.  

 

2. A3 passes the ball to A4 who takes the ball and puts it on the ground for 5 seconds; then he picks it up 

and scores a goal.(1083)  

 

 Goal.  

 Free throw for team B.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team B.  

 Free throw for team A.  

 

3. A4 scores with a spin shot and the line referee awards a 2-point goal and the court referee 1-point 

goal.(1179)  

 

 Time-out. 1-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee 

  Time-out. 2-point goal without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line referee  

 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision.  



 Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

  Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail.  

 

4. During the throw-in for team A, the referees stop the game because A9 is injured. The referees permit 

persons from team A to enter the court. Team Officials A and B run onto the court to assist the injured 

player and after some seconds official C, who is the team doctor, enters the court to assist the player 

too.(1130)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because official C is the doctor. 

  Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by the number of players. Free throw for team B.  

 Suspension to official C. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for team A. 

  Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by one player. Throw-in for 

team A.  

 

5. How many players of the same team can be marked as goalkeepers at the same time?(1076)  

 1 

  2  

 3 

  No limit.  

 

6. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match.(1148)  

 Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A.  

 Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

  Disqualification to B3. 

  Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report.  

 

7. During the match, the team A is reduced to three players on the court and one goalkeeper. Both team A 

and team B have each won 1 period, therefore the game is tied and “one against the goalkeeper” should 

decide the winner. How many throws can be taken by the team A?(1204)  

 Five throws, but the player who throws twice is selected by the opposing team. 

  Five throws with the possible autonomous selection of the player who throws twice.  

 Four throws, since team A has not the right to a fifth throw.  

 Three throws, as the goalkeeper is not allowed to take a shot in the shoot-out.  

 

8. B2 crosses the opponents’ goal area in possession of the ball. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. GK A1 takes 

the ball, and with one foot outside of the goal area, shoots towards the opponents’ goal and scores.(1104)  

 1 Point. 

 2 Points.  

 Repeat the goalkeepers-throw.  

 Free throw for team B.  

 

9. Team A has only six players listed on the score sheet at the beginning of the match. A8 who arrives late 

and is not entered on the score sheet, enters the court after correct substitution; the timekeeper whistles and 

interrupts the game.(1199)  

 Time-out. Suspension on A8. A8 is allowed to be listed on the score sheet. Free throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the number of players by one.  

 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is allowed to be listed on the score 

sheet. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one.  

 Time-out. Disqualification to A8. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is not allowed to be entered onto the 

score sheet because he was not present at the beginning of the match. Free throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the number of players by one.  



 

10. When the match finished, A18 says to the referees: “It is your fault that we lost, you are an idiot!” and 

pushes the referee, as a consequence he falls down.(1396)  

 Nothing, the match is over 

  Disqualification for player A18 

  Written report 

  Suspension  

 

11. GK A1 saves the ball after a shot and the ball is moving out towards the playing area. He runs and plays 

the ball with his foot, inside the goal area, and the ball cross the sideline of the playing area.(1142)  

 Throw-in for team B.  

 Free throw for team B. 

  Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1. 

  Goalkeeper-throw for team A after whistle.  

 

12. A2 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B6 leaves his goal 

area for substitution, the referees whistle and call him to return, but he continues and leaves the 

court.(1155)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal since is time-out  

 Suspension to B6.  

 Disqualification to B6 

  Suspension to official A of team B  

 

13. GK B3 saves the ball after shot by A4. He tries to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips form his hand and 

goes into the goal.(1119)  

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

  Goal, 1 point for team A.  

 Repeat the goalkeepers-throw.  

 Free throw for team A.  

 

14. Team B misses a shot on goal, which goes out of play. In that moment, the final signal sounds, but the 

referees realise there is still one minute left. How is the game restarted?(1339)  

 Half-time break of 5 min and then start the second half  

 The last minute has to be played  

 Goalkeeper throw for team A  

 Free throw for team B  

 

15. Which of the following situations can be deemed as serious unsportsmanlike conduct?(1193)  

 Insulting behaviour directed at another person. 

  The goalkeeper demonstrates a passive attitude when a 6m-throw has been awarded to the opponents. 

correct  Taking revenge after having been fouled.  

 Delaying the execution of a formal throw. 

  If a player tries to create the (incorrect) impression that an opponent committed an infraction. correct 

Deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent during stoppage time in the game, unless it is done 

in such a (nefarious) way that must be then regarded as an assault.  
 

16. 6m throw for team A. A5 is ready to take a throw and goalkeeper B1 is standing approx. 4m in front of 

his goal. When the throw is taken, goalkeeper B1 jumps towards A5 (not vertically) and saves a goal.(1351)  

 6m throw 

  6m throw; suspension  

 Play on  

 

17. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game.(1133)  



Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. Team A 

restart the game with 3 players on court.  

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court.  

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw for team B.  

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards.  

 

18. Free throw for team A. B4 is just standing 70cm away from A5 who is ready to execute the free throw. 

The referee blows his whistle for the throw and then B4 intervenes.(1097)  

 Suspension to B4. Repeat the free throw after whistle. 

  Play on. 

  Advantage for team A and suspension to B4 for the first interruption  

 

19. Goalkeeper saves a shot and scores a direct goal, but his leg goes below the 6m line however without 

crossing it. .(1354)  

 Goal - 1 Point  

 Goal - 2 Points  

 No goal 

  Repeat the throw  

 

20. After a save by GK B1 the ball returns to the playing area towards B6 who is standing 2m away of his 

goal area line, he jumps to throw the ball towards the empty goal of team A. A7 pushes him violently in the 

back and B6 loses the ball.(1151)  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7.  

 6m-throw for team B. Time-out. Disqualification to A7. Report.  

 Free throw for team B. Time-out. Suspension to A7.  

 Free throw for team B. Time out. Disqualification to A7. Report.  

 

21. Five minutes after the start of the game and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that in the substitution area of team B there is one player more than the registered and whistle for 

time-out. The “responsible team official” explained that the player is injured and he is just sitting with his 

teammates.(1174)  

 Normal. Nothing illegal occurred, if the referees are sure that the player is injured.  

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player must leave the substitution area.  

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The player may stay in the substitution area. 

  Verbal warning to the “responsible team official” and the player. Report  

 

22. After the match, who is responsible for ensuring that the score sheet (match report) is completed in the 

correct way?(1182)  

 The first named referee.  

 The second named referee.  

 Both referees.  

 The scorekeeper.  

 The delegate.  

 

23. The result of the first period is 16:16 but in the last playing situation - just before the final call - A9 is 

suspended for fouling B4 while he was in possession of the ball. The game resumes with the referee throw 

for the “Golden Goal” procedure. How many players of team A may participate?(1106)  

 Team A play reduced by one player. A9 may re-enter the court when his team get possession of the ball.  

 Team A play in full strength. A9 may participate immediately. 

  Team A play with full team on the court but without A9 until the first turnover.  

 

24. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his own goal area. He tries to throw the ball for a long pass to A3 

but the ball goes back into his own goal.(1092)  

 Goal for team B. One point is awarded. 



  Goal for team B. Two points are awarded. 

  Repeat the goalkeeper-throw  

 Free throw for team B.  

 

25. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside of team A’s goal area line receives the ball from 

B4 who executes the free throw. He scores a goal.(1096)  

 Goal. 

  Free throw for team A.  

 Repeat the throw for team B. Correction of B2’s position. 

  Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2.  

 

26. GK A4 is outside of the goal area of team B and shoots the ball towards the empty goal. Just before the 

ball crosses the goal line, a spectator intercepts and deflects the ball away to the sideline.(1101)  

 6m-throw for team A.  

 Free throw for team A from the point where A4 took the shot.  

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

  Throw-in for team B.  

 

27. GK A1 saves a shot on goal and the ball is rolling in the goal area. B3 is ready to dive for the ball, but 

GK 1 runs and catch the ball inside his goal area, but with his speed, he cross the goal area line with one 

foot and then passes the ball to A3 who scores a goal.(1137)  

 Goal for team A.  

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

  Free throw for team B outside the goal area line of team A.  

 6m-throw for team B.  

 

28. Referee-throw to start the game: the correct positioning is as follows…(1177)  

 The first named referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the other 

referee positions himself in the centre of the playing court. 

  The second named referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the 

other referee positions himself in the centre of the playing court.  

 One referee positions himself outside the sideline next to the table and the other referee positions himself 

in the centre of the playing court. 

  One referee positions himself outside the sideline on the opposite side of the table and the other referee 

positions himself in the centre of the playing court.  

 

29. Free throw for team B. Player A3 moves the ball 4 metres away and then gives the ball to the 

referee.(1395)  

 Play on  

 Suspension  

 Time out  

 Disqualification for player A3  

 Whistle a free throw  

 

30. A free throw for team B just 1 second before the end of half-time; goalkeeper B3 executes the throw 

direct on goal after the whistled signal and when the ball is 2m away from the goal line the final signal 

sounds. The ball enters the goal.(1074)  

 Two points goal for team B. 

  The game is over with the final signal. No goal.  

 The throw must be retaken.  

 6m–throw for team B, as it was a clear chance of scoring.  

 

TEST nr 14 
 

 



1. What action should the referees take if they realise that the ball was clearly on the side of player B2 

during the referee throw? 

 Free throw for a team A 

 Repeat referee throw 

 Play on 

 

2. Who sets the rules for anti-doping in BH European Championships 

 EHF 

 IHF 

 WADA 

 

3. GK A1 correctly executes a throw-in. He shoots directly on goal and scores. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 No goal. Repeat the throw-in. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

4. What are the duties of a Delegate after the match (in an EHF Beach Handball event)? 

 Go to the hotel and relax 

 Control, verify and sign the match report 

 Write a report about referees’ performance 

 Have a conversation with referees about their performance 

 

5. Who is going to bear the costs for eventual VISA needed by participating teams kin an ebt Tournament? 

 Organizers 

 EHF 

 Team themselves 

 

6. In case of electricty black out with no possibility to get back to normality who become responbile for time 

running?? 

 One referee 

 Both referees 

 correct EHF Delegate 

 EHF Office IT responsible 

 

7. When is obligatory the production of live TV signal in EHF events? 

 Semifinals and Finals of ebt Finals, YAC Euro and Senior Euro 

 Semifinals and Finals of YAC Euro and Senior Euro 

 wrong All matches on Main court 

 Semifinals and Finals of Senior Euro 

 

8. If available, accreditation badges must be worn during matches? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Only to enter the playing court 

 

9. What is the height from sand surface to the underside of the crossbar? 

 2m 

 2.08m 

 2.5m 

 2.58m 

 

10. What kind of cord can be used for connecting/attaching the court lines to the anchors? 

 Rope 

 Metal 

 Bungee 



 Any of the above 

 

11. What is allowed to be placed in the substitution area at the beginning of the match? 

 Balls, but only if they are in their bag 

 Players’ footwear (sandals, flip-flops, etc.) 

 Nothing 

 Medical Bag, only if the team doctor is listed as a team official 

 

12. In a situation where the forewarning signal of passive play is indicated, the attacking team shoots with a 

spin shot on the post and get back the ball from rebound, what is the expected reaction of the referees? 

 correct Referee lowers the arm, passive play situation is ended 

 wrong Keep the arm raised – attackers still under passive play 

 Free throw for defending team 

 

13. Player B13 is executing free throw half a metre from the goal area line of team A. Player B13 plays the 

ball 

to goalkeeper B1 and he scores. What action should the referees take? 

 Goal for team B 

 Free throw for team A 

 Repeat free throw for team B and restart the play with a whistled signal 

 Repeat free throw for team B and restart the play without a whistled signal 

 

14. Fair Play means… 

 Conformity to established rules 

 Upright conduct and equitable conditions 

 Conformance to the rules, spirit, and etiquette of sport 

 The ethos of sport 

 

15. If a team nominates only nine players in delegation list at technical meeting, when can they add a tenth 

player? 

 wrong Never 

 One hour prior to the match in which the team is involved 

 The day before the match in which the team is involved 

 At the end of preliminary round 

 

16. B14 is executing a 6-meter throw. Before the ball has left B14′s hand, A12 walks to B14 and is half a 

meter 

away from him. B14 does not score a goal. Correct decision? 

 

 Goalkeeper throw for team A 

 correct Repeat the 6-meter throw for team B 

 Free throw for team B 

 Free throw for team A 

 

17. Which is the fee for not participating to a scheduled match?? 

 wrong € 1.000 

 correct € 2.000 

 € 3.000 

 € 1.000 in Preliminary Round and € 2.000 in Final round 

 

18. After the match, who is responsible for ensuring that the score sheet (match report) is completed in the 

correct way? 

 The first named referee. 

 The second named referee. 

 Both referees. 



 The scorekeeper. 

 The delegate. 

 

19. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 throws the ball to A2, the defending goalkeeper B5 

runs 

out of his own goal area, intercepts, and catches the ball clearly. 

 The throw is over. The defending GK may leave his goal area. 

 Disqualification of B5. 6m-throw for team A. 

 6m-throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw for team A. 

 

20. B5 has the ball in his hands. GK A6 is next to him and clearly pulls the ball out of B5 hands; A6 then 

shoots 

towards the goal and subsequently scores. 

 Goal, 2 points for team A. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A6. 

 Free throw for team B. Disqualification to A6. 

 Free throw for team B. 

21. The EHF Delegate stop the time and inform the referees about an irregular behavior in the substitution 

area, asking them to give out a personal punishment; what should be the referee decision? 

 They are obligated to give out the requested punishment 

 If they do not agree they can avoid to give out the punishment deciding otherwise 

 In case a joint decision is not reached no punishment must be given out 

 

22. Before the match, who decides which balls will be used? 

 The captains of the teams 

 The delegate 

 The team officials 

 The referees 

 

23. As a Delegate, in which of the following situations would you interrupt the match? 

 Illegal substitution 

 A 6m-throw, that was, in your opinion, incorrect 

 

24. At 7’30” of the second half, the referee awards 1 point for a regular 2 point action ( a goalkeeper goal), 

what will be the reaction of delegate? 

 Whistle, asking for time-out and advising the referees to correct their decision 

 Whistle, asking for a time-out and giving back the ball to the team that scored the goal for a new attack 

action 

 Nothing, just take note of it for the discussion at the end of the match 

 Speak with team that scored the goal telling them how lousy the referee was. 

 

25. GK A1 saves the ball after a shot and the ball is moving out towards the playing area. He runs and plays 

the ball with his foot, inside the goal area, and the ball cross the sideline of the playing area. 

 Throw-in for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1. 

 Goalkeeper-throw for team A after whistle. 

 

26. The ball is on the sand and player A2 stands next to it. B3 dives for it from a distance of 2-3m away, 

plays it and scores. 

 Suspension to B3 (for endangering the opponent) and free throw for team A. 

 Free throw for team A. 

 Goal. 

 No goal, goalkeeper-throw for team A. 



 

27. For competitions played at night, from where is the minimum LUX measured? 

 From middle of tribune 

 correct One meter above playing surface 

 From camera stand 

 From officials table 

 

28. Free throw for team B. Player A3 moves the ball 4 metres away and then gives the ball to the referee. 

 Play on 

 correct Suspension 

 correct Time out 

 Disqualification for player A3 

 correct Whistle a free throw 

 

29. The actions leading to a direct disqualification must be reported in writing when……? 

 The EHF Delegate decide so 

 The Referees agrees that the action is punishable for more than one automatic match suspension 

 correct Always 

 In case of seriously unsportsmanlike behavior 

 

30. What is the positioning of the interpreter during the matches? 

 No interpreter is allowed 

 At the Officials table close to EHF delegate 

 correct On the tribunes behind the substitution area of the team that he is serving 

 On a special seat behind the Officials table 

 

 

TEST 15 

 

1. A2 executes a 6m-throw. The ball hits to the goal and return to him. He catches the ball and scores with 

spin shot. 

 Free Throw for team B. 

 correct Goal, 2 points for team A. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 Free throw for team B. Suspension to A2. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

2. Goalkeeper B12 tries to save a shot from player A3, jumping clearly against player A3 to intimidate him. 

No contact is made, but the ball travels outside the goal line. What action should the referees take? 

 correct 6m throw 

 Disqualification for player B12 

 correct Suspension for player B12 

 No contact, play on 

 Goalkeeper throw 

 

3. While team B is in possession of the ball, official A of team B requests a team time-out and the timekeeper 

whistles. Before the referees whistle the time-out, B3 takes the shots on goal and scores. At this moment 

the referees whistles for the team time-out. 

 Goal for team B. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 correct No goal. Team time-out for team B. The match restarts with a free throw for team B. 

 Goal for team B. No team time-out. The match restarts with a goalkeepers-throw for team A. 

 No goal. No team time-out. 6m-throw for team B. 

 

4. A stray dog bites one of the reserve balls near one of the goals, then runs onto the court and catches the 

ball that is in play. The dog bites that ball as well. Both balls are now unsuitable for playing. There is one 

reserve ball at the other goal and one at the timekeeper’s table. How shall the play continue? 



 The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall remain at the other goal. 

 correct The game shall continue with two balls. One ball is in play, the other shall be kept at the 

timekeeper’s table. 

 The game cannot continue with only two balls. The referees shall end the game and report the incident. 

 The game shall continue with only one ball. The other ball shall not be used for the rest of the game. 

 

5. Referee-throw to start the game: the referee throws the ball very high and because of too much wind, the 

ball goes into the goal of team B. 

 Goal, 1 point for team A. 

 No goal. Goalkeepers-throw for team B 

 correct Repeat the referee-throw 

 No goal. Free throw for team A 1m from the goal area line of team B 

 

6. Team A requests a TTO whilst in possession of the ball; the result is 10-10 with 30 seconds of time left. 

The teams do not hear the signal – team A scores a 1-point goal and the goalkeeper of team B scores a direct 

goal. The referees are instructed by the delegate to stop the match for a TTO for team A. What is the 

result? 

 11-12 

 correct 10-10 

 11-10 

 10-12 

 

7. In a shoot-out, goalkeeper A1 is shooting towards the opponents’ goal. The ball touches the head of A8, 

changes direction and enters the goal of team B. 

 1 Point 

 correct 2 Points 

 Repeat the throw 

 

8. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his own goal area. He tries to throw the ball for a long pass to A3 but 

the ball goes back into his own goal. 

 Goal for team B. One point is awarded. 

 Goal for team B. Two points are awarded. 

 correct Repeat the goalkeeper-throw 

 Free throw for team B. 

 

9. B6 is ready to execute a throw-in. He want to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips from his hand and falls 

in the sand 3m away. B6 takes the ball within 2 seconds; he shoots a goal and scores. 

 Goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 correct Free throw for team A. 

 Repeat the throw-in. 

 No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

 

10. Before the match, player A2 says: “Not these idiots again!” This player was available for play in the 

match report. 

 wrong Time out 

 correct Disqualification of player A2 

 wrong No punishment possible 

 correct Written report 

 Team A is reduced by one player on the court 

 correct No reduction of players for team A 

 

11. Team time-out for team B. A3 and A5 enter the court as 5th and 6th players to give some water to their 

teammates. 

 correct Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

 Suspension to A3. Team A is reduced by one player. The game resumes with a free throw for team B. 



 Suspension to A3 and A5. Team A is reduced by two players. The game resumes with a free throw for 

team B. 

 Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by two players. The game 

resumes with a free throw for team B. 

 

12. A5 scores a goal after advantage and B5 receives a suspension. Goalkeeper B1 executes the 

goalkeeperthrow and passes the ball to B2 3m outside of his goal area line. At this moment B3 enter the 

court near the opponent’s goal area as fourth player and the table whistles for illegal entry onto the court. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from the place that B3 enters the court. Team B will 

restart with two players less. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from where the ball was at the point of 

interruption. Team B will restart with one player less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A next to the table. Team B will restart with one player 

less. 

 Time-out. Suspension to B3. Free Throw for team A from where the ball was at the point of interruption. 

Team B will restart 

 with two players less. 

 

13. During the match, the team A is reduced to three players on the court and one goalkeeper. Both team A 

and team B have each won 1 period, therefore the game is tied and “one against the goalkeeper” should 

decide the winner. How many throws can be taken by the team A? 

 Five throws, but the player who throws twice is selected by the opposing team. 

 Five throws with the possible autonomous selection of the player who throws twice. 

 correct Four throws, since team A has not the right to a fifth throw. 

 Three throws, as the goalkeeper is not allowed to take a shot in the shoot-out. 

 

14. Which of the following situations can be deemed unsportsmanlike conduct? 

 correct Shouting at the player who is taking a 6m-throw. 

 correct Kicking the ball away to delay a free throw for the opposing team. 

 correct Holding on to an opponent by grabbing any part of the uniform. 

 correct If a court player is repeatedly blocking shots with the foot or lower leg. 

 Insulting behaviour directed at another person. 

 Taking revenge after having been fouled by another player. 

 

15. GK B1 is just outside of the opponent’s goal area and he throws the ball to the empty goal. Just before 

the ball enters the goal, official A from team A runs and kicks the ball away. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Suspension to official A. 

 Goal, 2 points for team B. Disqualification to official A. 

 correct 6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to official A. Report. 

 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to official A. Report. 

 

16. How many match balls must be available prior to each game? 

 1 

 correct 4 

 2 

 3 

 

17. A4 is jumping to score in flight just outside of the goal area line and GK B12 tries to save the ball by 

jumping against the opponent, not vertically, just to intimidate him. 

 Free throw for team A. Suspension to B12 

 6m-throw for team A. Disqualification to B12 

 Free throw for team A. Disqualification to B12 

 correct 6m-throw for team A. Suspension to B12 

 



18. In the fifth shoot out for team B with the score at 3-3, official A of team B requests a Team Time-Out 

(TTO) to prepare his player. 

 TTO is acknowledged and recorded in the match report 

 correct TTO is not acknowledged; TTO is not possible during shoot out 

 Suspension of official A for delaying the shot, which must be performed immediately 

 

19. Are the referees at liberty to decide (due to the wind or the position of the sun) if only one goal is to be 

used for the “Shoot-Out”? 

 correct Yes, the referees may decide. 

 Yes, but only if the team captains agree with the referees. 

 No. 

 Yes, but only if delegate agrees with the referees. 

 

20. When is the timekeeper required to stop the official clock immediately, without awaiting confirmation 

from the referees? 

 correct Team time-out. 

 Disqualification of an official. 

 correct Signal (whistle) from the timekeeper or the delegate. 

 Consultations between the referees. 

 

21. Which locations are suitable for placing the reserve balls? 

 correct At the timekeeper’s table 

 At the side of each goal 

 correct Behind each goal 

 In each of the substitution areas 

 The goalkeeper can choose to place the reserve balls at the side of the goal to keep a high pace in the game 

 

22. Team B has possession of the ball and the referees show the warning signal for passive play. The 

referees are ready to whistle for passive play and at this moment, A5 attacks B2 who was in possession of 

the ball and pushes him down. The referees whistle a free throw for team B and suspend A5. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least seconds 5 to build-up a 

new phase. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 passes to build-up a 

new phase. 

 The warning signal is still valid and should be shown again. Team B has at least 10 seconds to build-up a 

new phase. 

 correct The warning signal is to be stopped. Team B is allowed to build-up a new phase from the 

beginning. 

 

23. Team B is in possession of the ball. Player B3 passes the ball to goalkeeper B1. Goalkeeper B1 fails to 

control the ball when trying to catch it and ball drops onto the court. Goalkeeper B1 jumps and hits the ball 

on sand with a closed hand. The ball enters the goal of team A. 

 wrong Free throw for team A 

 Time out; referee throw 

 Goal – 1 point for team B 

 correct Goal – 2 points for team B 

 

24. Team A has only six players listed on the score sheet at the beginning of the match. A8 who arrives late 

and is not entered on the score sheet, enters the court after correct substitution; the timekeeper whistles 

and interrupts the game. 

 Time-out. Suspension on A8. A8 is allowed to be listed on the score sheet. Free throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the number of players by one. 

 correct Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is allowed to be listed on 

the score sheet. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 

 Time-out. Disqualification to A8. Free throw for team B. Team A reduces the number of players by one. 



 Time-out. Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. A8 is not allowed to be entered onto the 

score sheet because he was not present at the beginning of the match. Free throw for team B. Team A 

reduces the number of players by one. 

 

25. Which of the following situations can be deemed as serious unsportsmanlike conduct? 

 correct Insulting behaviour directed at another person. 

 correct The goalkeeper demonstrates a passive attitude when a 6m-throw has been awarded to the 

opponents. 

 correct Taking revenge after having been fouled. 

 Delaying the execution of a formal throw. 

 If a player tries to create the (incorrect) impression that an opponent committed an infraction. 

 correct Deliberately throwing the ball at an opponent during stoppage time in the game, unless it is 

done in such a (nefarious) way that must be then regarded as an assault. 

 

 

26. A7 is suspended. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a turnover A7 enters the court. The 

referee whistles and stops the game. 

 correct Time-out. Second suspension for A7 that causes the disqualification of A7. Free throw for team B. 

Team A restart the game with 3 players on court. 

 Disqualification for A7. Free throw for team B. Team A must be reduced further on court. 

 Time-out. Additional suspension that causes the disqualification of A7. Team A must be reduced further on 

court. Free throw for team B. 

 No further punishment based on “fair play” standards. 

 

27. A 6m-throw for team B and suspension to A4 is called. The suspended player or substitute can enter the 

court: 

 correct If team B scores a goal with this 6m-throw. 

 correct If the 6m-throw goes out. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot and the ball goes out crossing the sideline. 

 correct If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and A7 catches the 

ball. 

 If after the execution, the GK saves the shot, the ball returns to the playing area and B3 catches the ball. 

 correct If after the execution, the ball hits at the goal post and goes out crossing the sideline. 

 

28. Player A8 has a clear chance of scoring but is pushed by B7. He is able to shoot and scores. The referee 

confirms the goal and suspends B7. How does the match continue? 

 correct Team B play reduced by one player on the court. 

 Team B may play with a full team because a goal was scored. 

 Team B may play with a full team with the exception of B7. 

 correct B7 may re-enter the court or be substituted after the next turnover. 

 

29. The match takes places during the evening; A7 stands alone outside of the opponents’ goal area line 

ready to shoot on goal. At this moment, there is a power shortage resulting in a blackout, but A7 shoots and 

scores a goal. 

 Goal for team A. When the problem is resolved the game restarts with goalkeeper-throw for team B 

 correct No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with 6m-throw for team A. 

 No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with free throw for team A. 

 No goal. When the problem is resolved, the game restarts with referee-throw 1m away of the goal area line 

of team B. 

 

30. A2 stands alone just outside of the opponents playing area line, ready to shoot on goal, and at this 

moment, an unwarranted whistle signal is heard, and A2 stops the action. 

 Free Throw for team B. 

 Free Throw for team A. 

 correct 6m-throw for team A. 



 Goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

 

 

TEST 16 

 

1. A disqualification must be given for: 

For repeated infractions when the opponents are executing a formal throw. 

correct Seriously unsportsmanlike conduct. 

correct A second suspension to the same player. 

For repeated fouls of the type that they are to be punished prgressively. 

correct Fouls which endanger the opponent´s health. 

correct Repeated unsportsmanlike conduct by a player or team official during an intermission. 

2. Player A8 has a clear chance of scoring but is pushed by B7. He is able to shoot and scores. The referee 

confirms the goal and suspends B7. How does the match continue? 

correct Team B play reduced by one player on the court. 

Team B may play with a full team because a goal was scored. 

Team B may play with a full team with the exception of B7. 

correct B7 may re-enter the court or be substituted after the next turnover. 

3. A5, B2, and B4 are three players who, wearing socks, want to participate in the game. 

correct Wearing socks and bandages is permitted. 

Only one player of each team may play. 

No, wearing socks is not permitted. 

This is possible only if both referees agree. 

4. As a maximum, how many referee throws are permitted during any single match? 

2 

3 

correct 4 

1 

5 

5. How many balls must be present prior to the game? 

2 balls. 

3 balls. 

correct 4 balls. 

5 balls, if the weather conditions are bad. 

6. A2 passes the ball to GK A7 in the playing area just outside of his goal area line. GK A7 controls the ball 

while B3 defends correctly. GK A7 enters in his goal area to avoid B3. 

Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

6m-throw for team B. 

correct Free throw for team B. 

Free throw for team B. Suspension to A7. 

( 

7. GK A1 saves the ball after a shot and the ball is moving out towards the playing area. He runs and plays 

the 

ball with his foot, inside the goal area, and the ball cross the sideline of the playing area. 

Throw-in for team B. 

correct Free throw for team B. 

Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1. 

Goalkeeper-throw for team A after whistle. 

8. Three minutes after the start of the match and while team B was in possession of the ball, the referees 

realise that there are three officials in the substitution area of team B and whistle for time-out. The 

“responsible team official” explained that the third person is the President and “Golden Sponsor” of the 

team. 

Normal. Nothing illegal occurred because of his function. 

Disqualification to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution area. 

correct Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President must leave the substitution area. 



Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team B. The President may stay in the substitution area. 

9. B6 is ready to execute a throw-in. He want to pass the ball to B2 but the ball slips from his hand and falls 

in 

the sand 3m away. B6 takes the ball within 2 seconds; he shoots a goal and scores. 

Goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

correct Free throw for team A. 

Repeat the throw-in. 

No goal. Goalkeeper-throw for team A. 

10. GK B1 is standing in his goal area and when the ball is rolling in the playing area, he takes the ball, pass 

to 

B5 who scores in flight. 

Goal, 2 points for team B. 

correct Free throw for team A. 

Goalkeeper-throw for team B after whistle. 

6m-throw for team A. 

11. Shoot-out situation: team A has only four players eligible to play. Team A executed 4 throws and scored 

8 

points. Team B executed 4 throws and scored 5 points, but they have one more throw. At this moment, A1 is 

disqualified for seriously unsportsmanlike conduct. The organisers had announced that all the throws must 

be executed even if the result of the game is already decided. 

correct The game is over. Team A has now only three players are eligible to play. 

correct Team B is the winner with 2-0. 

Team A is the winner with 2-1 since team B has no chance to win. 

Team B will execute the fifth throw for the final score. 

( 

12. The ball crosses the sideline. The court referee whistles a throw-in for team B and the line referee 

whistles throw-in for team A. 

Time-out. Throw-in for team B without any consultation because it is the decision of the court referee 

Time-out. Throw-in for team A without any consultation because it is the decision of the goal-line referee 

correct Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. 

correct Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint 

decision then the 

opinion of the court referee will prevail. 

Time-out. Consultation between them to reach a joint decision. If they do not manage to reach a joint decision then 

the 

opinion of the goal-line referee will prevail. 

13. Team B misses a shot on goal, which goes out of play. In that moment, the final signal sounds, but the 

referees realise there is still one minute left. How is the game restarted? 

Half-time break of 5 min and then start the second half 

correct The last minute has to be played 

correct Goalkeeper throw for team A 

Free throw for team B 

14. The result of the first period is 16:16 but in the last playing situation - just before the final call - A9 is 

suspended for fouling B4 while he was in possession of the ball. The game resumes with the referee throw 

for the “Golden Goal” procedure. How many players of team A may participate? 

Team A play reduced by one player. A9 may re-enter the court when his team get possession of the ball. 

correct Team A play in full strength. A9 may participate immediately. 

Team A play with full team on the court but without A9 until the first turnover. 

15. Throw-in for team A: during the time-out, the referees give permission to team B officials to enter the 

court because B2 is injured. Official A and official D enter the court and while official A is assisting the 

injured player, official D approaches opponent’s players and the referees and protests against a serious 

foul. 

correct Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. The match restarts with the 

throw-in for team 

A. 



Suspension to official D. Team B reduces the number of players by one. The match restarts with a free throw for 

team A. 

Suspension to official D. Team B restarts the game with four players. The game restarts with a throw-in for team 

A. 

Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

16. Referee-throw to start the game: the referee throws the ball following the whistle signal. A3 jumps and 

plays the ball immediately after the ball leaves the hand of the referee and scores a goal. 

Goal, 2 points for team A. 

correct Free throw for team B. 

wrong Repeat of the referee-throw. 

No goal, goalkeeper-throw for team B. 

17. Goalkeeper A12 defends the ball, which remains in his goal area near his substitution area and 

immediately runs out of the game after his substitution goalkeeper A1 enters the game; goalkeeper A1 then 

takes the ball, shoot and scores a goal. 

Goal – 2 points for team A 

Suspension of goalkeeper A1; free throw for team B 

correct Goalkeeper throw for team A executed by A12. 

No goal; goalkeeper throw for team B 

( 

18. Goalkeeper-throw for team A: GK A7 who is 50cm inside his goal area line throws the ball which 

crosses 

the goal area line and B2, who is standing 30cm outside the goal area line, blocks the ball and scores. 

No goal. Suspension to B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

No goal. Correction of the position of B2. Repeat the goalkeeper-throw after whistle. 

No goal. Suspension to B2. Free throw for team A 

correct Goal for team B. Resume with Goalkeeper-throw for team A 

19. Team B is in possession of the ball and while B3 has the ball in the playing area the referees whistle for a 

free throw for team A. After the whistle, B3 throws the ball to A2 who is outside of his goal area. B3 already 

had a suspension during the course of the match. 

Normal. No punishment to B3 because the ball went to a player of team A. 

correct Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in the disqualification of B3. 

Disqualification to B3. 

Time-out. Suspension to B3 that results in a disqualification. Report. 

20. During a fast break, GK A1 runs outside of his goal area to stop B5 who has the ball trying to shoot on 

goal. GK A1 hits the thrower arm and possession of the ball is lost. 

Free throw for team B. Suspension to A1 

Free throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

correct 6m-throw for team B. Suspension to A1 

6m-throw for team B. Disqualification to A1 

21. At the beginning of the match team A arrives with 5 players on the score sheet and playing court. What 

action is taken by the referees? 

Wait for the 6th player – a maximum of 25 minutes 

Start the game 

correct Declare team B the winner – the match does not commence 

22. A6 is ready to execute a free throw. After the signal, he shoots direct on goal and the ball hits player B3 

in 

the head who was standing correctly and not moving. 

correct Disqualification to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

Suspension to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

Exclusion to A6. Free throw for team B. Report. 

23. A3 has the ball in his hand in the correct position and he is ready to executes a Free Throw. Before the 

referees whistle for the throw, he put the ball down on the sand and picks it up again after 3 seconds. 

correct Free throw for team B. 

Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

Suspension to A3. Free throw for team B. 



Only verbal warning issued to A3. Restart with the match with a free throw for team A. 

( 

24. After the match, who is responsible for ensuring that the score sheet (match report) is completed in the 

correct way? 

The first named referee. 

The second named referee. 

correct Both referees. 

The scorekeeper. 

The delegate. 

25. A5 is ready to execute a 6m-throw, in the correct position, with the ball in hand. GK B1 is standing next 

to 

the goalpost showing that he is protesting against the referees’ decision. 

correct Disqualification to B1. Report. 

Suspension to B1. 

The referees must correct his position before they whistle for the execution of the 6m-throw. 

Nothing illegal since he is standing between the goalposts. 

26. 6m throw for team A. A5 is ready to take a throw and goalkeeper B1 is standing approx. 4m in front of 

his 

goal. When the throw is taken, goalkeeper B1 jumps towards A5 (not vertically) and saves a goal. 

6m throw 

6m throw; suspension 

correct Play on 

27. Which of the following situations can be deemed unsportsmanlike conduct? 

correct Shouting at the player who is taking a 6m-throw. 

correct Kicking the ball away to delay a free throw for the opposing team. 

correct Holding on to an opponent by grabbing any part of the uniform. 

correct If a court player is repeatedly blocking shots with the foot or lower leg. 

Insulting behaviour directed at another person. 

Taking revenge after having been fouled by another player. 

28. B16 is in the air making a spin shot. At that moment A3 who is in his substitution area, throws sand 

towards the goal area of his team, because is agitated following the last referees’ decision. This distracts 

B16 and he stops his goal attempt. The referee whistles... 

correct 6m throw for team B; disqualification for player A3 – team A is reduced by one player, and written report 

Free throw for team A 

Free throw for team B 

6m throw for B; suspension for player A3 

29. Team time-out for team B. A3 and A5 enter the court as 5th and 6th players to give some water to their 

teammates. 

correct Normal. Nothing illegal occurred. 

Suspension to A3. Team A is reduced by one player. The game resumes with a free throw for team B. 

Suspension to A3 and A5. Team A is reduced by two players. The game resumes with a free throw for team B. 

Suspension to the “responsible team official” of team A. Team A is reduced by two players. The game resumes 

with a free 

throw for team B. 

( 

30. Goalkeeper saves a shot and scores a direct goal, but his leg goes below the 6m line however without 

crossing it. . 

Goal - 1 Point 

correct Goal - 2 Points 

No goal 

Repeat the throw 

 


